VICTORIES OF INTERCESSION

2010-2012 GOEs Prayed Over Illuminati Agenda

Illuminati Agenda for America by 2012

• Within 2 years we will not recognize America

• We'll be so poor we will not be able to rebel against them

• Total devaluation & destruction of the dollar within 2 years

• In 2 years a total collapse of the dollar

• War will occur by 2012

And we are still praying…

VICTORIES OF INTERCESSION

* Catholic Church

* Missiles detonating off the East Coast

* West Coast Disaster

* Exposure! Vatileaks, Wikileaks, Alternative Media,
and Whistleblowers Burgeoning 


* London Games Terror Plot Spoiled

* Crisis in Syria Stopped

* Crisis in Ukraine Crippled

* No Martial Law yet

Victories of Our Intercession
Vatileaks Headlines:
“Confidential Papal Documents Leaked”
“Pope's Butler Arrested”
“Vatican Bank Head Dismissed”

Native American Believers Gather To
Forgive 'White Man' of Injustices 11/30/02
Indian intercessors chose historic Plymouth Rock, Mass., as
the site to repent of unforgiveness toward white Americans
believing that hardness of heart among Native Americans
has stopped the gospel from moving through Indian nations,
Native believers gathered at historic Plymouth Rock in
Massachusetts in September to repent for their peoples'
unforgiveness of white Americans for hundreds of years of
oppression against them.
The Native American Reconciliation and Thanksgiving
service on Sept. 27 brought representatives from more than
20 Indian tribes as well as 39 countries to the spot where
Pilgrims seeking religious freedom landed in 1620 and
established the first permanent colony in New England.

NPR: Conspiracies Swirl As Vatican Scandal
Engulfs Rome 6/2/12
The scandal over leaked documents that has been engulfing
the Vatican is the biggest breach of confidence and security
at the Holy See in recent memory.
Known as Vatileaks, the crisis has shed light on a Vatican
gripped by intrigue and power struggles like a Renaissance
court.
Vatileaks erupted into a full-blown scandal with the
publication two weeks ago of a book of Vatican documents
alleging corruption and conspiracies among cardinals.
Within days, the Vatican bank president was abruptly
dismissed and the pope's own butler was arrested on
charges of stealing the pope's correspondence.

237 Accusations of Sexual Abuse With the
Catholic Church in Ireland This Year.
Allegations continue to rise. 6/6/12
Ireland’s National Board for Safeguarding Children in the
Catholic Church (NBSCCC) has revealed that 237 new
abuse claims involving 196 priests and members of
religious orders have been made within the last 12
months. Ian Elliott, chief executive of the group, says
they need more funding to cope with the volume of
complaints. He told the Evening Herald, “We noted in our
last annual report that we had received a large number of
requests for advice both from religious bodies and
dioceses. "Existing advisory panels were also providing
support, but we took the view that an additional resource
to support ordinaries faced with challenging safeguarding

AFP: Pope Admits "Gay Lobby" in Vatican
Administration: Report 5/11/13
VATICAN CITY — Pope Francis has admitted the existence of a "gay
lobby" inside the Vatican's secretive administration, the Roman
Curia, allegedly exposed during a leaks scandal, according to a
Latin American Catholic website.
Back in February Italian media claimed that a secret report by
cardinals investigating the leaks included allegations of corruption
and blackmail attempts against gay Vatican clergymen, and on the
other hand, favouritism based on gay relationships.
"In the Curia, there are truly some saints, but there is also a current
of corruption," the pope is quoted as having said during an
audience last week with CLAR (the Latin American and Caribbean
Confederation of Religious Men and Women).
"There is talk of a 'gay lobby' and it's true, it exists. We have to see
what can be done," the 76-year-old pontiﬀ is quoted as saying on
the Reflection and Liberation website, which was flagged up by
religious news agencies on Tuesday

Reuters: Ex-Vatican Bank Oﬃcials Broke AntiMoney Laundering Laws, Prosecutors Say
(7/15/13)
ROME, July 15 Prosecutors allege two former top executives
at the Vatican bank repeatedly broke Italian laws on money
laundering by failing to give suﬃcient information when
ordering multi-million-euro bank transfers, according to judicial
documents seen by Reuters.
A report by European watchdog Moneyval last year said the
Vatican state, despite some progress, failed to meet some
critical financial transparency standards.
The allegations by prosecutors in Rome investigating possible
breaches of the rules, which have not yet been made public,
are the latest blow to the Vatican bank, which has been under
pressure since Italy's central bank ordered Italian banks to
enforce strict transparency criteria when dealing with it.

Second Big Quake Strikes Northern Italy In
Nearly A Week (5/29/12)
Tuesday's earthquake was centered in the province of
Modena, near Bologna. The towns of Mirandola and
Cavezzo were closest to the epicenter, civil protection
authorities said. Earthquake in northern Italy damages
medieval churches and castles.
Witnesses reported on Twitter that Cavezzo was about
70% destroyed. Pictures purportedly from the town, as
well as a video stream from Italian newspaper Corriere
de la Serra, show damaged and destroyed buildings.
Tuesday's quake was followed by dozens of
aftershocks. The U.S. Geological Survey recorded one
aftershock of 5.6 magnitude.

Hungary Sheds Bankers’ Shackles. IMF
told to vacate the country; nation now
issuing debt-free money.
Hungary is making history of the first order.
Not since the 1930s in Germany has a major European
country dared to escape from the clutches of the
Rothschild-controlled international banking cartels. This is
stupendous news that should encourage nationalist
patriots worldwide to increase the fight for freedom from
financial tyranny.

Justice Announces Record $13 Billion
Settlement with JPMorgan 11/19/13
WASHINGTON — JPMorgan Chase & Co. has reached a
record $13 billion settlement with federal and state authorities,
resolving claims over the bank’s sales of low-quality, high-risk
mortgage-backed securities that collapsed in value during the
U.S. housing crisis.
The agreement is the latest chapter in the bursting of the
housing bubble.
“Without a doubt, the conduct uncovered in this investigation
helped sow the seeds of the mortgage meltdown,” Attorney
General Eric Holder said. “JPMorgan was not the only financial
institution during this period to knowingly bundle toxic loans
and sell them to unsuspecting investors, but that is no excuse
for the firm’s behavior.”

Deal reached on calming Ukraine tensions
Top diplomats from the United States, European Union,
Russia and Ukraine reached agreement after marathon talks
Thursday on immediate steps to ease the crisis in Ukraine.
Reached after seven hours of negotiation, the agreement
does not set out specific directions for Ukraine's future, but it
requires all sides to halt any violence, intimidation or
provocative actions. It calls for the disarming of all illegally
armed groups and for control of buildings seized by proRussian separatists to be turned back to authorities.
4/17/14)

Alabama’s Supreme Court RECOGNIZED
THE PREBORN CHILD IS A PERSON.
In an 8-1 decision, the court rendered a cornerstone
verdict that the word "child" in that state's
chemical-endangerment statute applies to the born
and UNBORN. The Alabama ruling is similar to one
handed down last year in Ankrom v. State, where
the ruling also held that the word "child" includes
the "unborn child."

Melinda Gates: ‘Gates Foundation Has
Decided Not to Fund Abortion’
News)
We should provide all women the information and tools to time
and space their pregnancies in a safe and healthy way that
works for them. This approach is simple, it works, and it saves
lives.
The question of abortion should be dealt with separately. But in
the United States and around the world the emotional and
personal debate about abortion is threatening to get in the way
of the lifesaving consensus regarding basic family planning.
I understand why there is so much emotion, but conflating these
issues will slow down progress for tens of millions of women.
That is why when I get asked about my views on abortion, I say
that, like everyone, I struggle with the issue, but I’ve decided
not to engage on it publicly—and the Gates Foundation has
decided not to fund abortion.

4/22/14-

Center Admits U.N. Losing Battle With
Grassroot Activists Over Agenda 21
At least three states are working on laws which
have passed one chamber of their legislatures, to
halt the eﬀects of Agenda 21; Alabama has already
passed a 2012 law that was signed by the Gov.,”.
“Major political battles have broken out in 6 more
states.

TPP Is Right Where We Want It: Going
Nowhere
President Obama is on a diplomatic tour of Asia this
week and one of his top priorities is the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP), a trade agreement that includes
restrictive copyright enforcement measures that pose a
huge threat to users’ rights and a free and open
Internet. In particular, he's seeking to resolve some
major policy disagreements with Japan and Malaysia—
the two countries that have maintained resistance
against some provisions in the TPP involving
agriculture and other commodities. Despite some
reports of movement on some of the most
controversial topics during meetings between Obama
and Japanese Prime Minister Abe, it seems that the
TPP is still eﬀectively at a standstill.

Wikileaks exposes hidden TPP texts confirming
long-standing suspicions about the harm the
agreement could do to users’ rights and a free
and open Internet
WikiLeaks released the secret negotiated draft text for the entire
TPP (Trans-Pacific Partnership) Intellectual Property Rights
Chapter. The TPP is the largest-ever economic treaty,
encompassing nations representing more than 40 per cent of
the world’s GDP. The WikiLeaks release of the text comes ahead
of the decisive TPP Chief Negotiators summit in Salt Lake City,
Utah, on 19-24 November 2013. The chapter published by
WikiLeaks is perhaps the most controversial chapter of the TPP
due to its wide-ranging eﬀects on medicines, publishers,
internet services, civil liberties and biological patents.
Significantly, the released text includes the negotiation positions
and disagreements between all 12 prospective member states.

STATES PULLING THE PLUG ON
COMMON CORE
f you want to know which Republican governors harbor
presidential aspirations, in 2016 or beyond, a good way to find
out might be to look at their stance on Common Core.
The controversial eﬀort to standardize education across the 50
states has fallen so far out of favor among conservatives that it’s
quickly becoming a litmus test for Republicans hoping to one
day move up the political ladder.

North Carolina House votes to replace
Common Core, Gov. Pat McCrory will
sign
The Common Core curriculum standards that
dictate what's taught in grade school classrooms
across much of the United States are on their way
out in North Carolina.
The North Carolina House approved a
compromise bill, by a vote of 71 to 34 Wednesday,
to rewrite the statewide curriculum to better tailor
it for Tar Heel students. Gov. Pat McCrory said he
will sign it.

Two more states pull out of Common
Core
(6/5/14 Washington Post)

Two Republican governors, Mary Fallin of Oklahoma and
Nikki Haley of South Carolina, have just signed laws
pulling their states out of the Common Core State
Standards initiative amid growing anti-Core sentiment
around the country.
Fallin signed the law on Thursday, while Haley did it last
week, joining Indiana in oﬃcially rejecting the Core. A few
other states, including Florida, are considering whether to
keep the standards or have already “rebranded” the
standards by changing the name and deciding to create
their own standardized tests for accountability purposes
rather than use the Core tests now being designed by two
multi-state consortia.

Missouri Governor Signs Bill to Replace
Common Core Standards
(7/15/14
Missouri Gov. Jay Nixon (D) has signed legislation that provides
for a task force to write new education standards that will
eventually replace the Common Core in his state.
Nixon’s oﬃce announced his approval of the measure Monday,
the last possible day the governor could take action on bills
passed earlier this year, local news KMBC.com reports

Wisconsin - Governor Scott Walker Calls For
Legislature to Repeal Common Core Standards
(7/17/14

Madison — Republican Gov. Scott Walker said
Thursday he wants Wisconsin to repeal the Common
Core education standards it has adopted along with
most other states, making his strongest statement on
the issue yet.
"Today, I call on the members of the state Legislature to
pass a bill in early January to repeal Common Core and
replace it with standards set by people in Wisconsin,"
Walker said in a written statement.

A Righteous Victory: Supreme Court Rules in
Favor of Hobby Lobby in Obamacare
Contraceptive Case
The Supreme Court has ruled in a 5-4 decision that a closelyheld company can be exempt from contraceptive coverage
under the Aﬀordable Care Act.
The closely watched case pitted the administration and its
allies, including women’s health advocates, against the religious
right, which has repeatedly accused President Barack Obama of
waging a war on religion in the public square.
MSNBC Live with Craig Melvin, 6/30/14, 10:47 AM ET
How will the Hobby Lobby ruling aﬀect women?
Hobby Lobby stores, an Oklahoma-based, evangelical-owned
craft chain with about 13,000 employees, and Conestoga Wood
Specialties, a small Mennonite-owned cabinet maker in
Pennsylvania, were two of the 49 for-profit companies that said
the requirement violated their religious freedom.

DC Circuit Court Ruling Deals Massive
Blow to Obamacare
(7/22/14
A federal appeals court dealt a huge blow to Obamacare on
Tuesday, banning
the federal exchange from providing subsidies to residents of
the 36 states it serves.
A divided three-judge panel on the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals
ruled that the text of the Aﬀordable Care Act restricts the
provision of premium tax credits to state-run exchanges. The
two Republican appointees on the panel ruled against
Obamacare while the one Democratic appointee ruled for the
law.

Supreme Court Rules Family-Owned Corporations
Are Not Required to Pay for Contraception Coverage
(6/30/14 The New York Times)

WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court ruled on
Monday that requiring family-owned corporations to
pay for insurance coverage for contraception under the
Aﬀordable Care Act violated a federal law protecting
religious freedom. It was, a dissent said, “a decision of
startling breadth.”
The 5-to-4 ruling, which applied to two companies
owned by Christian families, opened the door to many
challenges from corporations over laws that they claim
violate their religious liberty.

Another Win in Standing Against Obamacare
Mandate
(8/18/14 OneNewsNow
For the past year and a half Louisiana College has been battling the
Health and Human Services mandate that they must pay for abortifacients
for their employees. Kevin Theriot of Alliance Defending Freedom says a
federal judge has now handed down a decision that the mandate violates
the school's religious freedom.

FBI: 168 kids rescued, 281 pimps nabbed in sextraﬃcking crackdown
(CBS News 6/23/14)

WASHINGTON -- Nearly 170 victims of child sex traﬃcking,
many of whom had never been reported missing, were rescued
in the last week as part of an annual nationwide crackdown,
the FBI said Monday. Besides the 168 children rescued from
the sex trade, 281 pimps were arrested during the same period
on state and federal charges. "These are not faraway kids in
faraway lands," FBI Director James Comey said in announcing
the annual enforcement push known as Operation Cross
Country. Instead, he added, "These are America's children.”
This is the eighth such week long-operation, which this year
unfolded in 106 cities. The FBI says nearly 3,600 children have
so far been recovered from the streets. "There is no more
meaningful work that the FBI participates in than rescuing
children," Comey said.

Victory: Google Makes Huge Move to Ban
Pornography
In May, Morality In Media had a productive meeting with Google
about how they can help protect individuals, families and
children from exploitation.
Today, we are seeing the fruits of that meeting.
We listed Google on both our 2013 and 2014 Dirty Dozen List
because of their involvement in and profit from pornography in
Google Play, Google Ads, YouTube and more.
Google sent an email out alerting their advertisers—particularly
pornography and other adult themed websites—that they will be
implementing their new advertising policy which eliminates
pornographic and sexually explicit ads. In addition, it seems
Google will also no longer link to sites that contain such
materials, no matter how benign their advertising.

Indonesia Shuts Down Massive Prostitution
C
(6/18/14 AP)
SURABAYA, Indonesia (AP) — Oﬃcials oﬃcially shut a massive
prostitution complex in Indonesia's second-largest city on
Wednesday amid protests by sex workers, who said their livelihoods
were being destroyed.
The mayor of Surabaya, Tri Rismaharini, announced the closure of the
"Dolly" prostitution complex in a ceremony at the city's Islamic Center
Building, about a mile (two kilometers) away.
A Cabinet minister and the governor of East Java attended the
ceremony, where about 100 local figures signed a statement
supporting the closure of one of Southeast Asia's largest red-light
districts. About a thousand Muslims rallied at the Islamic Center to
express their support.

Japan passes law banning possession of
child pornography
(6/18/14 CNN
In most of Japan, it's still legal to possess child pornography.
Although production and distribution have been banned for 15
years, Japan lags behind other major developed nations in
forbidding people from simply holding the sinister material.
That is about to change in a country regarded as a global nexus
of child pornography. The country's upper house of parliament
is expected to pass legislation this month making possession of
it a crime punishable by up to a year in prison.
Children's rights activists have applauded the step, although
their reaction is tempered with frustration that it has taken such
a long time.

In week, Mexico finds 370 abandoned
child migrants
(3/29/14 Reuters)
In one week, 370 immigrant children, most of them from
Central America, were found abandoned in Mexico, after
traﬃckers promised to take them to the United States but left
them to their own devices after being paid thousands of
dollars, authorities said.
Almost half of them, 163 children under the age of 18, were
found traveling alone, Mexico's National Migration Institute
(INM) said in a statement.

Cambodia tribunal convicts Khmer Rouge
leaders
(8/7/14)
A U.N.-backed tribunal convicted two of the once all-powerful
men who ruled during that era of crimes against humanity in the
first and possibly the last verdicts to be issued against the
group's aging, top members.

MASSIVE NEW YEAR'S TERRORIST
INVASION OF ISRAEL THWARTED BY
SECURITY FORCES
Thousands of Hamas-linked terrorists planned to invade Israel
on the Jewish New Year (Rosh Hashanah), which begins on
September 24, according to an Israel security source.
First reported by Ma’ariv, then in English by i24news,
“thousands of terrorists were meant to cross over to Israel from
Gaza through the tunnels and kill and kidnap as many Israelis
as they could. The source added that the army learned about
the huge planned attack during the interrogations of Hamas
prisoners, captured during Operation Protective Edge in Gaza.”

Israel Says It Foiled Hamas Plan For Massive
Attacks on Israel, Coup Against PA
Times of Israel
Israel’s Shin Bet security service said Monday it thwarted a
Hamas coup attempt in the West Bank aimed at toppling
Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas and starting a
third intifada uprising.
The Shin Bet said it arrested more than 90 Hamas operatives in
May and June, confiscated dozens of weapons that had been
smuggled into the West Bank, and seized more than $170,000
aimed at funding attacks. It produced photos of the confiscated
weapons and cash and a flowchart of the Hamas operatives
who had been questioned, and said they planned a series of
massive attacks on Israeli targets, including the Temple Mount,
in order to start a widespread conflagration. Indictments are
expected to be filed against at least 70 of the suspects.

A Miracle in Israel! Clouds of Glory'
Protected Us, Says Givati Brigade
Commander
At the beginning of the Gaza campaign the Jerusalem
Channel posted a prayer alert concerning an infantry
brigade commander who was not ashamed to call his
troops to prayer. His name is Col. Ofer Winter, a Givati
Brigade commander, and we called for intercessory
prayer support.
But now, here is a wonderful answer to our prayers: a
“divine miracle” protected the soldiers under Winter’s
command who are fighting in the Gaza Strip,
according to a report quoted in The Times of Israel.

MIRACLE CONFIRMED BY IRON DOME
COMMANDER: GOD MOVED MISSILE WE
COULDN'T HIT
Israel’s Iron Dome anti-missile system has been wildly
successful during the current Gaza war, but on occasion it
can and does miss incoming terrorist rockets.
One would think that the 10 percent or so of Hamas rockets
predicted by Iron Dome’s radars to hit populated areas that
are not intercepted would still cause significant Israeli
casualties. But somehow, they don’t.

Hamas Coup Against Abbas Foiled
(8/18/14, Israel National News
A large scale operation mounted from May to August by the IDF and
Israel Security Agency (ISA or Shin Bet) foiled a Hamas network's
plot to carry out a coup in the Palestinian Authority (PA) in Judea
and Samaria.
until today.
The Hamas infrastructure in Judea and Samaria was controlled by a
Hamas HQ in Turkey. The plot was to carry out a series of cruel
terror attacks against Israel and create a situation of security
instability, then take advantage of that situation to take over the PA.
Israel announced that 93 Hamas terrorists were arrested in the
operation. Of these, 46 were taken to interrogation by the ISA.
Hamas terror funds amounting to over 600,000 shekels (about
$170,000) were confiscated and weapons including 54 guns, 6
handguns and 7 RPGs were seized.

Miracle Reports Continue To Pour in of God's
Supernatural Protection Over Israel As Missiles
Flew In From Hamas
(8/27/14 BCN)

Undoubtedly, the Iron Dome missile defense system
was the diﬀerence between devastation in Israel, and
the incredible protection they experienced. But there
were times when even Iron Dome was apparently
going to come up short, and then something
unexplainable (except for God) happened.
rocket sent by Hamas, headed for highly populated
targets, which Iron Dome missed intercepting and
great casualties and destruction seemed imminent—
but suddenly a major wind gust from the east sent
the missile into the sea.

Healing Amid the Horror: Inspiring Stories
Emerge From Iraq
Julie Oosterhouse (Aug 20, 2014)

Christian Aid Mission hears disturbing reports from
Iraq, but they also hear inspiring stories about
something much bigger.
"Norya is a Syrian refugee who got saved in a camp in
Iraq. She lost five children and her husband when a
rocket fired by Syrian government forces toward the
terrorists landed on her house causing their death. She
sings hymns with us at our church group meetings.”
Norya's story is one of several sent to Christian Aid
Mission by a native ministry leader working in the
Kurdish region of Iraq. Those working with him spend
the majority of their days sharing Christ with the
destitute masses crowding the refugee camps.

Missionaries: 'Refugees In Iraq Turning To Christ
Amid Islamic Attacks'
Native missionaries in Iraq say God is using them to spread hope and
faith in Jesus Christ among thousands fleeing Islamic State militants, and
many become Christians. "In a crisis like this, we are experiencing a time
of revival and awakening everywhere," a mission leader said.
While many refugees demanded food, missionaries suggested that
several asked for the 'Bread of Life'. "As they were going from tent to
tent, Gospel workers came upon Abu Mustafa, a 50-year-old man who
has three girls with cerebral atrophy and whose wife was killed. He was
blaming God for his tragic situation, but allowed the workers to read the
Bible to him and pray for him,"
"This is the first time I feel relief," Mustafa then said. "For three years, I
couldn't smile or feel safe, but now I feel diﬀerently. I have peace in my
heart. Please pray for my girls. I believe Jesus can heal them, and heal
me, from the inside

Navy Reverses Course—Orders Lodges to Put
Removed Bibles Back in Rooms
(8/15/14

Atheists had cheered a victory after a complaint prompted
the exchange to begin moving the Bibles to its lost-andfound bins this summer, but the Navy said the decision was
made without consulting senior leadership.
“That decision and our religious accommodation policies with
regard to the placement of religious materials are under
review,” Navy spokesman Cmdr. Ryan Perry wrote in an email
to Stars and Stripes. “While that review is under way,
religious materials removed from Navy Lodge rooms will be
returned."

DNA Test have freed 4 in the last 9 months - NC half
brothers freed after 3 decades in prison
(9/3/14 AOL News)

North Carolina's longest-serving death row inmate and his
younger half brother walked out as free men Wednesday,
three decades after they were convicted of raping and
murdering an 11-year-old girl who DNA evidence shows may
have been killed by another man. "I knew one day I was
going to be blessed to get out of prison, I just didn't know
when that time was going to be," McCollum said. "I just thank
God that I am out of this place. There's not anger in my heart.
I forgive those people and stuﬀ. But I don't like what they
done to me and my brother because they took 30 years away
from me for no reason. But I don't hate them. I don't hate
them one bit."

U.S. Will Pay $554M Settlement to Navajo Nation
(9/25/14 Aol News)

The U.S. has agreed to pay the Navajo Nation more
than half a billion dollars for mismanaging reservation
resources and leaving the largest Native American
tribe in the country at incredible disadvantages for
decades.
The $554 million agreement negotiated earlier this
year is also the largest payout to a tribe in U.S.
history, and tribal leaders say the payout is a muchneeded cash infusion

Pope Francis Found Guilty of Child
Traﬃcking, Rape, Murder
(7/20/14)

Pope Francis Bergoglio, Catholic Jesuit Superior
General Adolfo Pachon and Archbishop of Canterbury
Justin Welby were found guilty of rape, torture, murder
and traﬃcking of children. Five judges of the
International Common Law Court of Justice in Brussels
determined that the crimes occurred as recently as
2010. Since last March over 48 eyewitnesses have
come forward to testify before this ICLCJ Court about
the defendants’ activities as members of the Ninth
Circle Satanic Child Sacrifice Cult

U.S., Colombian authorities break up sextraﬃcking ring with underage boys and girls
(10/15/14 Fox News Latino
Police arrested 11 Colombians in the cities of Armenia,
Cartagena and Medellin and rescued 55 sex-traﬃcking victims,
one as young as 11…U.S. law enforcement authorities also
arrested a man in the United States who allegedly traveled to
Medellin to have sex and film himself with underage prostitutes.

New York man wrongfully convicted of murder
freed after 29 years in prison
(10/15/14 The Guardian)
A man who served nearly 30 years in prison for murder was ordered
freed Wednesday after prosecutors concluded he falsely confessed
when he was 16.
David McCallum and the late Willie Stuckey’s convictions were thrown
out Wednesday, at Brooklyn district attorney Kenneth Thompson’s
request. Thompson said their convictions hinged on untrue
confessions, made by teenagers, rife with inaccuracies and peppered
with details seemingly supplied by police.

Ohio Men Free After 40 years: 'I’m on an
emotional high
(11/21/14 The Guardian)

Nearly 40 years after being convicted for a 1975 Cleveland slaying, Ricky
Jackson and Wiley Bridgeman left the county jail as free men. A Cuyahoga
County Common Pleas judge dismissed the cases against the two men
Friday after the key witness against Jackson, Bridgeman and his brother
Ronnie Bridgeman at trial, a 13-year-old boy, recanted last year and said
Cleveland police detectives coerced him into testifying that the three killed
businessman Harry Franks the afternoon of May 19, 1975.

Sierra Leone: Nano Silver 10 PPM Now Oﬃcial
Ebola Therapy
Referring to Nano Silver 10 PPM for Ebola patients, Minister
Kanu stated in an October 11, 2014 video,
“There is no illness that doesn't have a cure. If you say that
this illness does not get better, then that’s a lie because
500 people have gotten better...We already have the beds
and the medicines. Sheikh Massally--he is an Imam--in
Atlanta, USA, has sent the nutrient Nano Silver. This works;
people are getting better.”
(11/6/14 NBC news

BREAKING: Shariah Law Gets BANNED by
Alabama… Muslims Are Going Crazy
11/4/14 Conservative Tribune
Alabama voters were faced with a choice at the polls today, of
whether or not they would allow for the possibility that they could
one day find themselves facing a foreign code of laws inside of the
court system of Alabama. Much to the dismay and outcry of
liberals and Muslims across the state, even the country, Alabama
voters have added an amendment to their Constitution that
specifically bans the consideration of foreign codes of law, most
notably Islamic Sharia Law.
Laws for Alabama Courts Amendment,” Amendment 1 relates to the
application of foreign law during the legal process involving an
Alabama citizen. Foreign law refers to the laws of other countries or
cultures. Currently, judges or other legal authorities discern whether
foreign law is applied. Amendment 1 would create constitutional
protection that foreign law is not applied if it violates the guaranteed
rights of Alabama citizens.”

VICTORY! TEXAS BOARD OF EDUCATION
APPROVES NEW HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
PROMOTING FAITH HERITAGE
Texas Board of Education has approved new history textbooks that
students will use beginning next fall. In a partisan move, all 10
Republicans on the board voted to sanction 89 books and
classroom software packages and all five Democrats on the board
opposed the move. Barbara Cargill cited key passages that were
retained, including one that explains the concept of a Biblical idea
of a covenant and how it contributed to our Constitution. Another
describes the influence of Moses and the 10 Commandments on
legal systems throughout the world. Liberal activists and a group of
52 university professors protested the emphasis. A group of
citizens that founded the non-profit Truth in Texas Textbooks
Coalition (TTT) said it plans to publish a "report card" on all the
textbooks to help parents and school boards identify which are the
most accurate.
said individuals from eight other states have contacted TTT for
information on its protocols regarding textbook review.

35 Disney Employees Arrested On Child Sex
Charges In Less Than 10 Years
Huﬃngton Post)
At least 35 Disney employees in and around Florida have been arrested
and accused of sex crimes involving children since 2006, CNN reports
as part of a six-month investigation. So far, 32 of those cases have
resulted in convictions.
"Wherever you find children, you'll find sexual predators that want to be
there," said Polk County Sheriﬀ Grady Judd. The report reveals an urgent
problem plaguing our theme parks. One of the men whose case is still
pending is 49-year-old Robert Kingsolver of Orlando. Kingsolver worked
as a ride repair manager at Magic Kingdom until he was accused of
attempting to meet a 14-year-old girl for sex in Lake County. His arrest
was one of 22 in a February sting operation conducted by the Lake
County Sheriﬀ's Cyber Crime Unit, according to WESH.

Shocking News: Abortions Decline to Historic Low in
USA—33% of Pregnancies Used to End in Abortion,
Now Just 18%
The Centers for Disease Control released its national abortion report
on Friday and the new figured show the number of abortions in the
United States has declined to a historic low.

California authorities arrest 275 child
predators
6/26/14 AOL

The month long national campaign dubbed "Operation Broken
Heart" involved a task force of dozens of local, state and federal
authorities who worked in concert throughout the month of May,
sweeping sex oﬀenders for allegedly violating their terms,
targeting child sex traﬃckers, pimps, child porn traders and sex
tourists traveling abroad.

Suing Obama: GOP-led House gives the goahead
7/31/14
House approved a Republican plan Wednesday to launch a campaignseason lawsuit against President Barack Obama, accusing him of
exceeding the bounds of his constitutional authority.

Decisive Ruling—Constitution Violated by Obama on
Recess Appointments
6/26/14 USA Today

The Supreme Court dealt a blow to the powers of the
presidency Thursday, ruling decisively that President
Obama violated the Constitution by going around the
Senate to name key labor and financial watchdogs.
“Resolving a longstanding battle between the two other
branches of government, the justices declared invalid key
"recess appointments" made by Obama in 2012 when the
Senate was holding only pro-forma sessions every three
days…”
The Supreme Court also overturned a law by the State of
Massachusetts that had created a “buﬀer zone” around
abortion centers. Huge!

Michigan House Approves Religious Freedom
Restoration Act Despite Opposition (12/7/14 Christian
News)
The bill essentially mirrors the federal Religious Freedom
Restoration Act, which was signed into law in 1993 by thenPresident Bill Clinton, However, as the law only applies on a federal
level, the U.S. Supreme Court has urged states to enact their own
RFRA to protect citizens.
“The free exercise of religion is an inherent, fundamental, and
unalienable right secured by Article 1 of the state Constitution of
1963 and the First Amendment to the United States Constitution,”
the proposed statute reads.
“[The Declaration of Independence] talks about how our right as
human beings are not given to us by government, nor the
Constitution, but by God,” declared Ohio Rep. Bill Patmon (D)
earlier this year. “Protect what God has given you; that is the whole
idea.”

Crow Government Erects Sign: "Jesus Christ is Lord
on the Crow Nation" (1/7/15 BCN)
According to a report in the Billings Gazette, the Crow government
has taken some courageous steps in asking God's blessing on the
Crow Nation. They recently erected a large sign proclaiming that
"Jesus Christ Is Lord on the Crow Nation," and cited Psalm 33:12
which says, "Blessed is the nation whose God is the LORD; and
the people whom he hath chosen for his own inheritance."
The Crow tribal secretary, A.J. Not Afraid, noted, "Within our nation
there is a struggle of peace. This is part of the foundation to initiate
peace, initiate joy, initiate happiness.” "Today we lift up the name of
Jesus," added Legislator Conrad J. Stewart. "We have a sign that
is supported by the government that will not be moved, that will
not be taken down."

Nearly 600 Sex Crime Arrests
Prior to Super Bowl Nationwide! (2/3/15 RPN)
Michael Osborne of the FBI's Violent Crimes Against Children
Unit told ABC News."This is the most recoveries we've had
at one time.” A massive semi-annual operation against sex
crime dubbed, "National Day of Johns Arrests" was
successfully conducted by 37 diﬀerent law enforcement
agencies, not only in Phoenix but in 17 states across the
nation. This year's sting ran from January 15 to February 1
and was timed to end on the day of the Super Bowl.
Altogether 570 people were arrested on suspicion of soliciting
prostitutes andpolice arrested 23 people on suspicion of sex
traﬃcking. 68 victims of traﬃcking were rescued, including 14
juveniles. The Phoenix police vice unit arrested 22 would-be johns
in anticipation of the Super Bowl in an eﬀort that coincided with the
"National Day of Johns Arrests.”

'Students Asking Christ into Their Hearts with Tears
in Their Eyes'—An Extraordinary Revival is
Happening in L.A. and Orange County High Schools
(2/3/15 BCN)
About 2,500 students at 15 high schools hear the Gospel
each week through campus Christian clubs, which invite One
Voice representatives to speak, Giglio says. Kids have been
saved from drugs, violence, sexual sin, and hopelessness.
The move of God began in Roosevelt High School two years
ago. Giglio says the Holy Spirit came into the room and the
kids just broke down weeping. Roosevelt teacher Samuel
Alba acts as a teacher advisor for the Christian club. Both his
father and grandfather ministered in Mexico and the U.S.,
where they saw extraordinary things happen. But he has seen
nothing like the current outpouring of the Spirit.

Netanyahu Soundly Defeats Chief Rival in Israeli
Election(2/16/15 BCN)
After a bruising campaign that focused on his failings,
Binyamin netanyahu won a SWEEPING VICTORY in
Tuesdays election. With 99.5 percent of the vote counted,
Ynet News site reported Wed morning that Mr. Netanyahu’s
Likud party had captured 29 or 30 of the 120 seats in
Parliament, sweeping past his chief rival the Zionist Union
Alliance which got 24 seats.
It was a stunning turnabout from the last pre exit polls that
were published on Friday and showed the Zionist Union with
a 4 or 5 seat lead.

Iceland Says Final EU Goodbye (3/13/15 EU Observer)
Iceland definitively dropped its EU membership bid on
Thursday (12 March), nearly six years after having made the
demand.
"The government of Iceland has no intentions to resume
accession talks", country’s foreign aﬀair minister, Gunnar
Sveinsson, wrote in a letter to enlargement commissioner
Johannes Hahn and Latvia’s foreign aﬀairs minister Edgars
Rinkevics…"Iceland’s interests are best served outside the
European union", the country’s government website said
Wednesday.

Tough Soldiers Enter A Whole State Full Of Muslim
Jihadists, And Kill Oﬀ And Clean Out The Whole Area
Of Muslim Terrorists(3/14/15 BeforeItsNews)
Soldiers in Nigeria entered the Adamawa state and have
killed and cleaned out the area of Boko Haram.
Major General Chris Olukolade, announced this news in a
press statement in which he also added that none of the
Nigerian soldiers were amongst the dead, only terrorists.
The soldiers eﬃciently forced to retreat Boko Haram jihadists
is numerous areas of Nigeria, such as “Adamawa, Borno,
Yobe and Gombe, including Bara, the headquarter of Gulani
Local Government Area of Yobe State, Gulak, the
Headquarter of Madagali Local Government Area of
Adamawa State.”

The Criminal Arrogance of Hillary Clinton (3/18/15
Truthrevolt.org)
30,000 deleted emails… Bill Whittle looks at the lawlessness,
the arrogance, and the unmasked contempt that Hillary
Clinton and Barack Obama have for the American people.
Hillary Rodham Clinton decided to conduct, for four years,
the oﬃce of Secretary of State using her own private email
server. Because these emails were not transacted and
recorded through the oﬃcial State Department servers, Mrs.
Clinton “willfully concealed and removed” these critical
documents from the records and archives of the United
States Government.
This is right before she was intending to announce her run for
president and inside sources say there are other things to be
revealed as well.

Wikipedia Sues NSA For Spying Program (3/20/15
Reuters)
The National Security Agency is oﬃcially being sued by
Wikimedia, the parent company that runs Wikipedia, the most
used encyclopedia on the internet.
Wikimedia is joined by a plethora of rights groups calling for
the disbanding of the NSA spy program that was recently
revealed by Edward Snowden, a former employee of both the
CIA and NSA, when he leaked a series of government
documents.
Wikimedia is claiming that the NSA is violating US
Constitutional law by wire tapping and hacking of data of its
citizens and calls for the spying program to end."

The Next Big Clinton Scandal (3/27/15 Reuters)
Jeﬀrey Epstein, he is a 62-year-old billionaire and major
donor to the Democratic Party. The story erupted after
Virginia Roberts gave a sworn statement in a federal court
filing that claimed that under Mr. Epstein’s tutelage she “was
a teen sex slave forced (link is external) to have sex with
Prince Andrew (link is external)” and that she also saw Bill
Clinton on Mr. Epstein’s “orgy island.”
In 2008, Mr. Epstein pleaded guilty to two “minor” counts
related to charges that he was involved in underage sex.
Mr. Epstein has reportedly been a significant donor to the
Clinton Foundation, before and after he was implicated in sex
crimes. Close friend of Bill. Donor to the Clinton Foundation.
High dollar donor to the Democratic Party. And, it appears, a
pedophile.

Arizona Republicans Push Bill To Ignore The
President's Executive Orders (3/11/15 Opposing Views)
The Republican-controlled Arizona House passed a bill, HB
2368, on March 10 that would ban state oﬃcials from
enforcing or cooperating with President Barack Obama’s
executive orders or the U.S. Department of Justice unless the
orders are approved by Congress.
HB 2368 is sponsored by state Rep. Bob Thorpe, a
Republican, and passed with 36 Republican votes against 24
Democrat votes,

Arizona advances bill blocking federal executive
orders, Obamacare (3/17/15 AP)
House Bill 2368 by Rep. Bob Thorpe (R-Flagstaﬀ) blocks
state funding for executive orders and policy directives from
the U.S. Department of Justice. House Bill 2643 by Rep.
Justin Olson (R-Mesa) stops state and local governments
from using financial resources to enforce the Aﬀordable Care
Act. Thorpe and Olson said they are using voter-approved
Proposition 122 allowing the state to opt out of federal laws.
Opponents said the measures are unconstitutional and
prevent the state from accepting federal funding. The Senate
federalism committee passed House Bill 2368 and House Bill
2643 on a 4-0 vote Tuesday. The bills are set to move to the
flood pending a standard review.

TEXAS Bans Sharia Law…Democrats and Muslim
OUTRAGED (3/24/15 AP)
Dozens of Muslims in Irving are upset after the city council
passed a resolution in support of a new state house bill some
Muslims believe targets their faith. Council members voted
Thursday night on a resolution that support Texas HB 562,
which forbids the use of foreign law and codifies the
supremacy of U.S. and state law. Some Muslims in Irving
believe the resolution is in reaction to a new Islamic Tribunal
that is operating in the city. Judges had previously told
community members their work is non-binding and they only
deal with civil disputes like marriage. They also said U.S. and
state laws supersede any decisions they make. “This bill
does not mention at all Muslims, Shariah Law, Islam, even
religion,” said Mayor Beth Van Duyne. Mayor Beth Van Duyne
said it is important to recognize the constitution and unite
behind U.S. and Texas laws. “Respect them, obey them,
embrace them,” said the mayor.

IT'S OFFICIAL! OKLAHOMA BECOMES SECOND
STATE TO BAN DISMEMBERMENT
ABORTION(4/15/15 BCN)
(Oklahoma City, OK) - Oklahoma has become the second
state in the nation to ban the procedure of dismemberment
abortions, the most common form of second-trimester
abortion. (Photo via LifeSite News)
Gov. Mary Fallin signed the Unborn Child Protection from
Dismemberment Abortion Act into law Monday night,
protecting the state's unborn babies from the process of
dilation and evacuation (D&E) abortion, in which unborn
babies are torn apart limb-from-limb.

STANDING FIRM: FIRST Nations AMERICANS
REFUSE TO COWER TO GAY MARRIAGE PRESSURE
(4/12/15 AP)
Months before the U.S. Supreme Court rules on the issue of
gay marriage, Native American tribes have taken steps to
defend traditional marriage.
Eleven tribes with a total membership approaching a million
people will not recognize same-sex marriages.
Just weeks after North Carolina began issuing marriage
licenses to gay couples, the state's Eastern Band of
Cherokee Indians updated its law to prevent gay couples
from having marriage ceremonies on tribal land.
Tribes that don't recognize same-sex marriage include the
Cherokee Nation in Oklahoma and the Navajo Nation.

Tennessee House Approves Bill to Make The Bible
the Oﬃcial State Book! (4/21/15 Reuters)
Tennessee state legislators on Wednesday advanced a bill to
make the Bible the oﬃcial state book. The Republicancontrolled state House of Representatives voted 55-38 to
approve the Bible as state book. A companion bill could be
considered as soon as Thursday in the state Senate, where
Republicans hold 28 seats to five for Democrats.
Representative Bud Hulsey, a Republican, told colleagues in
support of the bill it is worth the fight “now more than ever.”
Some Republican representatives opposed the bill, citing
concerns about how Tennessee might be perceived and the
cost of defending it against legal challenges.

Oklahoma Passes Bill that Shields Pastors from
Performing Gay Weddings (4/23/15 NewsStaﬀ)
The measure also protects churches from being required to
participate in any same-sex weddings.
( Oklahoma )—[CBN News] The Oklahoma House and Senate
have passed a religious freedom bill to protect the rights of
clergy.
The legislation says pastors and others who perform
weddings cannot be forced to perform same-sex ceremonies
if that violates their religious beliefs.
The measure also shields churches from being required to
participate in any same-sex weddings.

Priest's Conviction Reinstated by
Pennsylvania Supreme Court
(4/28/15 National Catholic Reporter)

Pennsylvania's highest court on Monday reinstated the
conviction of the first U.S. Catholic church oﬃcial sent to
prison for mishandling sexual misconduct complaints
against priests.
The high court said Lynn “as a high ranking oﬃcial in the
Archdiocese of Philadelphia, was specifically responsible for
protecting children from sexually abusive priests.”
Lynn who oversaw the work of 800 priests, was convicted of
covering up sex abuse, often by transferring predatory
priests to unsuspecting parishes.

HOUSE PASSES 20-WEEK ABORTION PAIN BILL ON
ANNIVERSARY OF GOSNELL MURDER CONVICTION
(5/13/15)
Following several months of intense controversy, the House
of Representatives passed the Pain-Capable Unborn Child
Protection Act, a measure that would restrict abortions in the
United States after the fifth month of pregnancy.
The bill was approved on Wednesday, the second
anniversary of the conviction of abortionist Kermit Gosnell,
who was found guilty of murdering infants born alive during
abortion procedures, and of negligence in the death of an
abortion patient.

Study: Abortions Declining in Almost all 50 States;
Teen Pregnancies Also Down (6/8/15 BCN)
Fewer people are getting abortions in almost every state,
according to a new Associated Press survey. Researchers
found that abortions have declined in states where new laws
make it harder to have them, as well as in states with few
restrictions. Abortions have been down since 2010 with an
overall drop of about 12 percent.
Pro-life advocates say the drop is due to a shift in attitudes,
with more women choosing to carry their pregnancies to
term. "There's an entire generation of women who saw a
sonogram as their first baby picture," Charmaine Yoest,
president of Americans United for Life, said. "There's an
increased awareness of the humanity of the baby before it is
born."

Power of Love: MSNBC Reporter Overcome by
Charleston Crowd Singing Gospel Songs during
Shooting Suspect's Arraignment (6/22/15 BCN)
(Charleston, SC)—While covering the arraignment for Charleston
shooting suspect, Dylann Roof, MSNBC reporter Thomas
Roberts suddenly choked up as he described the inspirational
scene before him at a vigil which took place at the same time.
Roberts seemed astounded as he reported how the shooting
victims' family members had spoken one-by-one to the 21-yearold suspect, telling him they'd forgiven him for killing their loved
ones.
"Can we look over here right now? I mean, it's kind of
heartbreaking," said Roberts while choking up. "They're singing,
and a whole flood of people showed up at the same time... that
this arraignment was taking place."

Alabama Governor Orders Removal Of
Confederate Flags From Capitol (6/24/15 NPR)
The Confederate battle flag and three other symbols of the
Confederacy were taken down Wednesday from the Capitol
grounds in Montgomery, Ala., after their removal was
ordered by Gov. Robert Bentley amid a growing backlash
against the symbols following last week's racially motivated
mass shooting at a black church in South Carolina.

Supreme Court: Obama Admin Can’t Make
Religious Groups Obey Pro-Abortion HHS
Mandate (6/30/15 LifeNews)
In an order issued last night, Supreme Court Justice Samuel
Alito prevented the federal government from enforcing its
contraceptive mandate against a range of Pennsylvaniabased religious organizations
Every time a religious plaintiﬀ has gone to the Supreme Court
for protection from the government’s discriminatory mandate
the Court has protected them. That’s what happened to the
Little Sisters of the Poor, Wheaton College , Notre Dame, and
Hobby Lobby,”

Lesbian Mayor Loses Transgender Ordinance
Battle (7/28/15 BCN)
Morality wins. Houston 's lesbian mayor Anise Parker loses.
Texas Supreme Court's decision Friday requires the City of
Houston to either repeal or put to a vote a city ordinance that
qualified for the ballot. City oﬃcials illegally kept the
ordinance oﬀ the ballot. That ordinance is none other than
the "bathroom bill" that would allow transgenders to use the
restrooms of their choice: male or female.
Erik Stanley of Alliance Defending Freedom says public
oﬃcials should not be allowed to run roughshod over the
right of the people to decide these types of issues, especially
when the citizens of Houston clearly met all the qualifications
for having their voice heard.

CAPTURED ON CAMERA: CUBAN CHURCH
REVIVAL(7/27/15 CBN)
Eddos Studio became known for unique crowd photos of the
Christian community, one of the fastest-growing groups in Cuba
, yet virtually ignored by Cuban media. The Perez's have
documented public activities of the Church and even managed
to display those pictures in secular exhibitions, a major
accomplishment in Cuba . "We are trying to capture highly
attended church activities on a national level, and create a
photo report so that it's documented," Eduardo Perez
explained.
"We want the people in the eastern and central parts of the
country to know what's being done in Havana and vice versa,"
he continued.”Every chance I get, I show other Believers that
we're more than they think, that more things are being done
than we think, that God is opening more doors than any of us
realize," he said.

Obama's TPP Trade Deal Hits The Wall
Trade negotiators from 12 nations announced Friday they
failed to reach a deal on the proposed Trans-Pacific
Partnership, TPP.
TPP would be the largest-ever economic regulatory treaty,
encompassing more than 40 percent of the world’s gross
domestic product. Secretary of State John Kerry said the
pact will merge the U.S. economy with Mexico and ten
others nations, including Canada, Japan, Vietnam,
Malaysia and the Islamic Sultanate of Brunei.ed to accede
to corporatist demands to open their borders and allow
“people, goods, capital and information to flow freely
through the zone,” as Japanese Trade Minister Akira Amari
described TPP’s goals at a news conference Friday
evening.

South Carolina Suspends Facility Licenses at
Planned Parenthood, One Other Abortion Clinic
after Serious Violations Found (9/14/15
OperationRescue )
Columbia, South Carolina - When the Center for Medical
Progress began releasing undercover videos that showed
Planned Parenthood was illegally profiting from the sale of
aborted baby remains, South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley
requested an investigation into her states three remaining
abortion facilities.
What was found during unannounced inspections was so
shocking that Health Regulators on Friday suspended the
facility licenses of two, and ordered a third to make
corrections. The worst oﬀender? Planned Parenthood.

Ohio Revokes Two Abortion Facility Licenses,
Denies Request for Legal Exemptions (9/28/15
OperationRescue )
Columbia, South Carolina - When the Center for Medical
Progress began releasing undercover videos that showed
Planned Parenthood was illegally profiting from the sale of
aborted baby remains, South Carolina Gov. Nikki Haley
requested an investigation into her states three remaining
abortion facilities.
What was found during unannounced inspections was so
shocking that Health Regulators on Friday suspended the
facility licenses of two, and ordered a third to make
corrections. The worst oﬀender? Planned Parenthood.

This State Pulls Funding From Planned Parenthood:
"Gruesome Harvesting of Baby Body Parts Will NOT
Be Allowed!” (10/20/15 LifeSiteNews)
The state of Texas will kick Planned Parenthood out of its
Medicaid program due to revelations made in a series of
undercover videos released by the Center for Medical Progress.
"The state has determined that you and your Planned
Parenthood aﬃliates are no longer capable of performing
medical services in a professionally competent, safe, legal and
ethical manner," a state watchdog announced in a letter to
Planned Parenthood Gulf Coast (PPGC) today. The state said
the videos showed Planned Parenthood oﬃcials admitted to
illegally altering their abortion technique to maximize the
number of organs that could be harvested for medical research
firms, disregarded safety standards to prevent infection, and
that PPGC may have committed billing fraud.

U.S. Secret Service oﬃcer arrested in child
sexting sting (11/12/15 AOL)
A U.S. Secret Service oﬃcer assigned to the White House
was arrested this week after he sent naked pictures of
himself to someone he thought was a 14-year-old girl,
according to a criminal complaint.
Lee Robert Moore, 37, of Church Hill, Maryland, turned
himself in to Maryland State Police on Monday and faces
charges including solicitation of a minor, according to the
complaint filed in U.S. District Court in Delaware.
The complaint details a series of pornographic online chats
starting in late August between Moore and a Delaware State
Police detective posing as a 14-year-old girl.

NASA SHOCK: ANTARCTICA IS NOT SHRINKING;
WHAT THEIR STUDY FOUND MAY UPSET
RADICAL ENVIRONMENTALISTS
(11/3/15 Breitbart.com)

According to the new analysis of satellite data, the Antarctic
ice sheet showed a net gain of 112 billion tons of ice a year
from 1992 to 2001. That net gain slowed to 82 billion tons of
ice per year between 2003 and 2008. (NASA study) In what
appears to be a "major blow" to those sounding the alarm on
climate change, a new study-from none other than NASA-has
revealed that Antarctica’s 'land ice mass' is not actually
melting into the ocean. In fact, the continent appears to be
growing.According to a Breitbart.com report, the NASA study
showed that the “amount of ice lost by glaciers collapsing
into the sea has been exceeded by the gain in ice mass from
accumulated snow."

EPIC: Kentucky’s New GOP Governor Declares War
on EPA Using 10th Amendment! Tells EPA to
“Pound Sand” (11/9/15 Liberty News )
Bevin vowed to fight Obama's Clean Power Plan, which
requires curbs on greenhouse gas emissions from Kentucky's
coal-rich energy sector. He promised to "not enforce" any
federal rules that would hurt Kentucky's economy. "We will tell
the EPA and other unelected oﬃcials who have no legal
authority over us as a state, to pound sand," Bevin said. He
said that the 10th Amendment to the Constitution is "one of
the most powerful tools" at his disposal, because it states that
power not expressly given to the federal government is
reserved to states. He contested EPA's authority, and said its
only recourse would be to take Kentucky to court. "The EPA,
for example, they don't have an enforcement arm," Bevin said.
"They use federal dollars. They use our own money. They
bribe us with our own money to stick it to ourselves. And we
will not do that anymore in the state of Kentucky."

"PRECEDENT-SETTING VICTORY" OVER
ATHEISTS IN THIS FEDERAL COURT RULING
(12/1/15 The Blaze)

"[This victory] not only aﬃrms the Bladensburg Memorial will
remain in its place of honor but helps ensure that all the
nation's veterans memorials, and the veterans they honor,
will be protected.” A 40-foot cross-shaped World War One
memorial IS constitutional and CAN remain in its place in
Bladensburg , Maryland , ruled a federal appeals court
recently.
According to a Blaze.com report, the atheist group,
American Humanist Association had brought a lawsuit intent
on bringing down the cross, and claiming that it was
unconstitutional and excluded veterans who are not
Christian.

John Kasich Signs Bill Defunding Planned
Parenthood of $1.3 Millon in Ohio Taxpayer
Dollars (2/22/16 LifeSiteNews)
On Sunday, Governor John Kasich signed a bill that denies
state funding to Planned Parenthood and other state
abortion providers. The new law, H.B. 294, denies an
estimated $1.3 million in taxpayer state health funding to any
organization that provides elective abortions. Those funds
will instead be redirected to approximately 150 other
community health providers that do not engage in abortion.
"We mark this week as the week the State of Ohio left the
abortion industry," said Mike Gonidakis, president of Ohio
Right to Life.

Feds save 149 kids in U.S. sex traﬃcking bust

(10/15/15 WND)
Federal authorities rescued 149 minor-aged individuals and
arrested more than 150 suspected pimps in a sex traﬃcking
investigation that took place at key spots around the United
States. PIX 11 reported the children “were plucked from hotels,
casinos and truck stops, among other locations,” and the
youngest was 12 years old. Authorities rooted out the
suspected sex traﬃcking activities by scouring through ads on
Backpage.com and arranging for meetings that were then
recorded. FBI director James Comey released a statement
about the bust: “When kids are treated as a commodity in seedy
hotels and on dark roadsides, we must rescue them from their
nightmare and severely punish those responsible for that horror.
We simply must continue to work with our partners to end the
scourge of sex traﬃcking in our country,” PIX 11 reported. The
busts, under the umbrella of Operation Cross Country, went
forth in 135 cities with the assistance of 500-plus members of
law enforcement.

Ukraine Sees 'Explosion of the Holy Spirit' With
Miraculous Healing Breakouts (11/16/15 TROY ANDERSON)
"I see an explosion of the Holy Spirit among Jews in the land
of Israel and throughout the world.” Sid Roth, of It's
Supernatural!, believes the world is "coming into a new
move of God's Spirit on planet Earth" amid fulfillment of the
biblical mystery known as the "fullness of the Gentiles."
He came to this conclusion following a recent evangelistic
meeting in Odessa, Ukraine, where more than 99 percent of
roughly 1,000 unsaved Jews made professions of faith.
Roth told Charisma News he's never seen so many miracles
happen in such a short period of time-with at least half of
the attendees reporting they were "instantly healed."
"I've never seen anything like that in my meetings or any
meetings," Roth says.

2015 Abortion Clinic Survey Reveals 81% of
Abortion Clinics Closed Since 1991
(12/21/15 Operation Rescue)
Washington, DC - The total number abortion clinics in America
continues to decline, following nationwide trend extending back to
1991. In 2015, abortion clinics closed at a rate of more than one
per week with 53 abortion clinics shutting down or halting all
abortion services. Operation Rescue surveyed by telephone all
abortion facilities in the U.S. from December 1-15, 2015 and found
the following: 42 Surgical abortion clinics halted all abortion
services and 11 Medical abortion clinics halted all abortion
services. A number of abortion facilities reduced services: 16
abortion clinics halted surgeries and now oﬀer only medication
abortions and 12 abortion clinics stopped dispensing abortion
drugs and now only oﬀer surgical abortions, noting that the
abortion pill was "ineﬀective" or "too dangerous.” In all, 81
abortion clinics closed or reduced services in 2015.

MAJOR ARAB COUNTRIES ARE CHANGING
THEIR VIEW OF ISRAEL : FORGING NEW TIES
(2/16/16 Breaking Christian News)

Major Arab countries "are changing their view of Israel ,"
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu told a visiting
Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish
Organizations leadership delegation in Jerusalem on
Sunday. "They don't see Israel anymore as their enemy, but
they see Israel as their ally, especially in the battle against
militant Islam with its two fountainheads: the militant
Islamists led by Iran , and the militant Islamists led by Daesh
(Islamic State)," Netanyahu said, adding, "This is something
that is forging new ties, many of them discreet, some of
them open."

US Supreme Court Blocks Obama Carbon
Emissions Plan (2/9/16 Breaking Christian News)
The U.S. Supreme Court on Tuesday delivered a major blow
to President Barack Obama by putting on hold federal
regulations to curb carbon dioxide emissions mainly from
coal-fired power plants, the centerpiece of his
administration's strategy to combat climate change. The
court voted 5-4 along ideological lines to grant a request by
27 states and various companies and business groups to
block the administration's Clean Power Plan, which also
mandates a shift to renewable energy away from fossil fuels.
The highly unusual move by the justices means the
regulations will not be in eﬀect while a court battle continues
over their legality.

News Report Verifies Operation Rescue's Data
that Abortion Clinics are Closing at a "Record
Pace"(2/24/16 Operation Rescue)
Washington, DC - Today, Bloomberg Business published an
article titled, "Abortion Clinics are Closing at a Record
Pace." The article begins by noting that "Abortion access in
the U.S. has been vanishing at the fastest annual pace on
record.” Operation Rescue's own research verifies this claim
with numbers that vary slightly from those published in
today's Bloomberg article. That trend is continuing strongly
into 2016.

Judge approves nearly $1 billion settlement
between U.S. and tribes (2/24/16 Seattle Times)
A judge has approved a nearly $1 billion settlement between
the Obama administration and Native American tribes over
claims the government shorted tribes for decades on
contract costs to manage education, law enforcement and
other federal services…Nearly 700 tribes or tribal agencies
are expected to claim compensation, with amounts ranging
from an estimated $8,000 for some Alaska Native villages
and communities elsewhere to $58 million for the Navajo
Nation.

Three of Louisiana's Five Abortion Facilities Halt
Abortions (2/26/16 Operation Rescue )
Baton Rouge, Louisiana - The largest abortion facility in
Louisiana, along with one other, have halted all abortion
services after the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals cleared the
way on Wednesday for enforcement of a new law that
requires abortionists to maintain local hospital privileges. A
third Louisiana abortion facility shut down last week.
Delta Clinic of Baton Rouge, which supplied the highest
volume of abortions each year in Louisiana, remains open
but is referring all women seeking abortions to an aﬃliated
clinic, Women's Health Care Center, in New Orleans
because no abortionist there could qualify for hospital
privileges.

Rothschild Bank Now Under Criminal Investigation
After Baron David De Rothschild Indictment (3/6/16
ActivistPost.com)

Last year, Baron David de Rothschild was indicted by the French
government after he was accused of fraud in a scheme that allegedly
embezzled large sums of money from British pensioners. It has taken many
years to bring this case against Rothschild and his company the Rothschild
Financial Services Group, which trapped hundreds of pensioners in a
bogus loan scheme between the years of 2005 and 2008. One by one the
pensioners lost their money and pressed charges against the notorious
banker, beginning a case that would take many years to get even an
indictment. In June, Paris-based liaison judge Javier Gómez Bermudez
ruled that Rothschild must face a trial for his crimes, and ordered local
police to seek him out in his various mansions that are spread throughout
the country. “It is a good step in the right direction. The courts are now in
agreement with us that there is enough evidence to interrogate Baron
Rothschild. The first thing they will have to do is find him. Once they have
done that they can begin to question him. It is a real breakthrough moment
for everyone involved,” lawyer Antonio Flores of Lawbird told the Olive
Press after the ruling.

Trump Reportedly to Meet With Top Republicans
in Washington (3/21/16 Fox News)
Donald Trump will reportedly meet Monday in Washington
with nearly two dozen influential Republicans, with the
apparent hope of improving relations with the GOP
establishment.
The Republican presidential front-runner will be in the
nation’s capital to speak at the annual policy conference for
AIPAC, or the American Israel Public Aﬀairs Committee, a
major pro-Israel group.
Trump’s meeting with Republican lawmakers and other party
leaders, as first reported by The Washington Post, will be his
first major discussion with them since last fall, when he was
on Capitol Hill to protest President Obama’s Iranian nuclear
agreement…

Lost Emails From Clinton Server Discovered
(3/25/16 1776coalition.com)

Conservative legal watchdogs have discovered new emails from
Hillary Clinton’s private email server dating back to the first days
of her tenure as secretary of State. The previously undisclosed
February 2009 emails between Clinton from her then-chief of
staﬀ, Cheryl Mills, raise new questions about the scope of
emails from Clinton’s early days in oﬃce that were not handed
over to the State Department for record keeping and may have
been lost entirely. Clinton’s presidential campaign has
previously claimed that the former top diplomat did not use her
personal “clintonemail.com” account before March 2009, weeks
after she was sworn in as secretary of State. But on Thursday,
the watchdog group Judicial Watch released one message from
Feb. 13, 2009, in which Mills communicated with Clinton on the
account to discuss the National Security Agency’s (NSA) eﬀorts
to produce a secure BlackBerry device for her to use as
secretary of State.

War on terror: Nigerian Air Force to expand
platforms (3/27/16 Premium Times )
The Nigerian Air Force, NAF, has announced a planned
expansion of its platforms in North-Eastern Nigeria towards
speedy response in counter-insurgency operations. The
Chief of Air Staﬀ, Sadiq Abubakar, who stated this while on
a visit to military formations and traditional institutions in
Borno State announced that “the Nigerian Air Force is
exploring the possibility of expanding the Air Force group in
the North-East to ensure the total restoration of peace is
achieved in the shortest time possible.”
Mr. Abubakar explained that “with the planned expansions,
more personnel will be deployed and more platforms
created to widen our operations towards timely and speedy
response in counter-insurgency campaigns”…

Missouri Committee Passes Bill to Define Unborn
Baby as a Person and Ban Abortions(4/19/16
LifeNews.com )

The Kansas City Star reports Missouri House Joint
Resolution 98 would amend the state constitution and grant
the right to life to “unborn human children at every stage of
biological development.”
On Monday, the House Select Committee on Social Services
approved the bill, moving it to the full House for
consideration, according to the News-Leader. If approved by
the legislature, the measure would be placed on the ballot in
November for voters’ approval.

State Dept. Admits Key Benghazi Email Withheld
(4/27/16 WND)

Hillary Clinton’s controversial email server – the focus of an FBI
investigation – would have been revealed nearly two years ago, before
she authorized the deletion of tens of thousands of emails, if the State
Department would have turned over a key email in the Benghazi probe
as required, according to the Washington watchdog Judicial Watch.
Judicial Watch said the State Department admitted last week that it
withheld the email, which was requested in a July 2014 Freedom of
Information Act lawsuit seeking records related to the drafting and use
of the administration’s infamous Benghazi talking points.“Now we
know the Obama administration consciously refused to give up key
information about Hillary Clinton’s email in 2014, said Judicial Watch
President Tom Fitton. “The inspector general at the State Department
has started a similar, parallel investigation to determine whether or not
oﬃcial acts were committed by Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and
her staﬀ in exchange for contributions to various Clinton Foundation
initiatives,” he added.

Donald Trump Beat Expectations Everywhere,
Suggesting a Broad Shift (4/27/16 nytimes.com)
After just about every primary night this year, I’ve written
something like “Donald J. Trump stayed on a narrow but
clear path to the Republican nomination.”
After Tuesday night, Mr. Trump has never had a wider path
to a majority of pledged delegates.
He swept the Northeastern corridor by a huge margin,
smashing any and all expectations based on primaries to
date. He won a majority of the vote nearly everywhere, and
even carried many of the places where he was expected to
be weak — like Montgomery County, Md., or Greenwich,
Conn., or Lancaster, Pa.

Smoking Gun! Hillary Knew Benghazi Attack
Planned 10 Days In Advance

(5/18/16 WND )
Judicial Watch has obtained previously classified documents
from the U.S. Department of Defense and the Department of
State revealing that DOD almost immediately reported that the
attack on the U.S. Consulate in Benghazi, Libya, was planned
and carried out by al-Qaida and Muslim Brotherhood-linked
terrorists. A federal court ordered the government hand over
more than 100 pages of previously secret documents that
showed then-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton and other senior
Obama oﬃcials were given reports within hours of the Sept. 11,
2012, attack. In those memos, the DOD described details of a
plan 10 days in advance “to kill as many Americans as
possible.” The plans for attack had nothing to do with a
provocative YouTube video by an obscure filmmaker, which the
administration repeatedly blamed for the attacks. They had
everything to do with terrorists from the “Brigades of the

U.S. SENATE IS UNANIMOUS: COUNTRIES MUST
PROMOTE RELIGIOUS FREEDOM…OR ELSE!
(5/19/16 CBN News )

If signed into law, this recently approved bill would make it the first
time in history that religious freedom considerations would be
required for international trade discussions. The Senate has
unanimously approved legislation promoting international religious
freedom. The measure, sponsored by Sen. James Lankford, ROK, requires the White House to take religious freedom into
account when negotiating trade deals with other countries. "Our
greatest export is our American value. The dignity of each person,
hard work, innovation, and liberty-that's what we send around the
world. It has the greatest impact," Lankford said during a floor
speech on the amendment. The measure was added as an
amendment to the overall negotiating objectives outlined in Trade

Promotion Authority legislation. The Senate approved the
amendment by a vote of 92 to 0. If signed into law, it would be
the first time in history that religious freedom considerations
would be required for international trade discussions.

BREAKING: House Panel Says Abortion Centers,
Fetal Harvesting Company Violated Federal Law
(6/1/16 LifeSiteNews )
In two letters to the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS), Select Investigative Panel on Infant Lives
Chair Rep. Marsha Blackburn detailed the panel’s findings on
Stem Express’s cozy relationships with abortion facilities. The
panel found that StemExpress employees had access to
confidential patient health information—which they had no
medically necessary reason to see and the abortion centers
had no reason to disclose—in order to streamline their
workflow and thus maximize profits. According to the Panel,
StemExpress was allowed to use this confidential information
to be matched up with patients whose aborted babies
matched their fetal tissue demands.The letters indicate that
StemExpress employees were working alongside abortion
workers in ways that appear to conflict with regulations related
to research on human subjects and federal privacy law.

BREAKING: Federal Judge Orders Obama To
Release Docs About Hillary AND BILL (6/2/16 The
Hill )

In a bombshell ruling certain to have both scandal-plagued
presumptive Democrat nominee Hillary Clinton and
President Barack Obama squirming, a federal judge has
ordered the administration to hand over a selection of
Clinton’s email exchanges with a federal agency to the
Republican National Committee.
According to The Hill, the ruling from Judge Ketanji Brown
Jackson of the D.C. Circuit Court was in response to a
Freedom of Information Act request filed by the RNC that
sought communications between the U.S. Agency for
International Development and those aﬃliated with the
Clinton Family Foundation.

James Dobson: Donald Trump Has Accepted
Christ (6/24/16 Charismanews.com )
Donald Trump, according to a new report, has accepted
Jesus as his Lord and Savior…Dr. James Dobson, who was
among the more than 900 evangelical faith leaders who met
with the Republican presidential nominee-in-waiting in New
York City, says it happened fairly recently. He also said he
knew who led the businessman to Christ. "I don't know
when it was, but it has not been long," Dobson told
Godfactor's Michael Anthony in an exclusive interview. "I
believe he really made a commitment, but he's a baby
Christian. We all need to be praying for him, especially if
there's a possibility of him being our next chief executive
oﬃcer.” "I think that he's open," he added. "He doesn't
know our language, he really doesn't, and he refers a lot to
religion and not much to faith and belief.” To that, Anthony
responded, "I imagine Saul, when he became Paul, didn't
know the language, either…”

Authorities: UK Man Arrested at Rally Planned to
Kill Trump (6/20/16 AP )
LAS VEGAS (AP) — A British man arrested at a weekend
Donald Trump rally in Las Vegas tried to grab a police
oﬃcer's gun so he could kill the presidential candidate after
planning an assassination for about a year, according to
authorities. U.S. Secret Service agents said Michael Steven
Sandford approached a Las Vegas police oﬃcer at the
campaign stop to say he wanted Trump's autograph, but
that he then tried to take the weapon.
A complaint filed Monday in U.S. District Court in Nevada
charges Sandford, 20, with an act of violence on restricted
grounds. He was denied bail during a court appearance later
in the day. His court-appointed attorney said he was living
out of his car and in the country illegally after overstaying a
visa.

Britain Votes to Leave E.U.; Cameron Plans
to Step Down (6/23/16 NYT )
Britain has voted to leave the European Union, a historic
decision sure to reshape the nation’s place in the world, rattle
the Continent and rock political establishments throughout the
West. Not long after the vote tally was completed, Prime
Minister David Cameron, who led the campaign to remain in
the bloc…saying the country deserved a leader committed to
carrying out the will of the people… the outcome stunned
much of Britain, Europe and the trans-Atlantic alliance,
highlighting the power of anti-elite, populist and nationalist
sentiment at a time of economic and cultural dislocation.
“Dare to dream that the dawn is breaking on an independent
United Kingdom,” Nigel Farage, the leader of the U.K.
Independence Party, one of the primary forces behind the
push for a referendum on leaving the European Union, told
cheering supporters just after 4 a.m.

David Cameron Resigns as U.K. Shocks
the World by Voting for Brexit (6/24/16 UT )
Britain has voted to leave the European Union, with the
Leave campaign securing around 51.8 per cent of the vote.
David Cameron has resigned as Prime Minister, The
Telegraph reports.
While England voted overwhelmingly for Brexit, Scotland
and Northern Ireland backed Remain.

Brexit: Soros Defeated by Act of God
(6/24/16 Breitbart News )

Severe flooding hammering the UK on Election Day depressed
British turnout enough to assure a victory for the “Brexit” from
the European Union. George Soros had served as “The Puppet
Master” of the E.U. “remain” campaign by mobilizing British
elites to spread fear that a vote to “leave” would cause the
pound to be devalued by 15 to 20 percent…Breitbart News on
the eve of the vote predicted that an “Act of God” level storm
system was about to wallop the UK and favor the Brexit. The
worst of the day’s torrential rain storms and severe flooding hit
hardest in Southeast England, which was expected to be the
strongest area for the pro-remain vote. The chaos depressed
the national vote to a turnout of just 72 percent, versus the
approximately 80 percent expected in the days preceding the
referendum. The bad weather did not deter “leave” voters, but
meaningfully suppressed the “remain” vote

EIGHT COUNTRIES Now Threaten to Leave
EU Following Britain’s Lead (6/26/16 The Gateway Pundit)
The Brexit vote in Great Britain has sparked calls for other
referendums. At least eight EU countries want to hold their own
referendums to exit the European Union. It appears, just as we
warned, that Brexit was indeed the first of many dominoes.
Even before the Brexit result, a poll by Ipsos Mori showed that
the majority of people in France and Italy want to at least have a
referendum on leaving…Meanwhile, over 40% of Swedes,
Poles, and Belgians are in the same boat.
But now, as Martin Armstrong notes, Brussels simply went too
far. They cross the line moving from an economic union to a
political subordination of Europe. Now eight more countries
want to hold referendums to exit the EU – France, Holland, Italy,
Austria, Finland, Hungary, Portugal, and Slovakia all could
leave.

EU DOMINOES: Now Hungary Calls EU
Referendum - Hungarian President Sets Date for
Vote (7/5/16 Sunday Express)
In the wake of the UK's Brexit vote and the decision to leave
the European Union (EU), the Hungarian President, Janos
Ader, has ordered a nationwide referendum on October 2. The
Hungarian people will be asked whether they want to accept
any future European Union quota system for resettling
migrants. The question will be: "Do you want the European
Union to be entitled to prescribe the mandatory settlement of
non-Hungarian citizens in Hungary without the consent of
parliament?”…The Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban has
fiercely opposed the EU's plans to relocate 160,000 migrants
around the bloc by using mandatory quotas, but the scheme
was approved by a majority of members. Mr Orban has said
that the vote will give people a chance to stand up for
Hungary's sovereignty.

Obama Whistleblower: Terror-Linked Muslim Groups
Helping Set Policy, Costing Lives (Breitbart 7/6/16)
Last week I testified before the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on
Oversight, Agency Action, Federal Rights and Federal Courts at a
hearing entitled, “Willful Blindness: Consequences of Agency Eﬀorts
To Deemphasize Radical Islam in Combating Terrorism.”I am a
recently retired Customs & Border Protection (CBP) agent. I was
named a Founding Member of the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) at its inception on March 01, 2003. During my 12
years serving inside DHS under two administrations, I witnessed a
series of events which ultimately prompted me to become a
whistleblower, releasing critical documents to Members of Congress
as I felt necessary to comply with my oath to the Constitution…One
example, on January 27-28, 2010 an ‘Inaugural Meeting’ occurred
between American Muslim leaders and DHS Secretary Janet
Napolitano, hosted by DHS CRCL. The Inaugural Meeting created
controversy because it included a number of Islamic fundamentalist
individuals and organizations.

Nevada Enforces World’s First
‘Chemtrails Free Zone’ (7/11/16
Yournewswire.com )

Nevada city have announced that it will become a
“chemtrails free zone,” according to insiders at City Hall.
Green party member, Derrick Packard says that this is the
first time a local government has attempted to introduce a
law against geoengineering. “It’s clear that the global elite
are trying to control everything,” he said, “we need to
demonstrate to the world that the buck stops here in
Nevada City. If you control the skies, you control life.” As the
city council seats with new members this year, notably
controversial community activist Reinette Senum, first on the
agenda according to City Hall insiders will be a declaration
that Nevada City is a Chemtrail-free zone. This will make the
rustic gold rush town the first in the nation to enact such a

Convention Drama: Trump Campaign Stops
Rules Rebellion (7/18/16 CNN )
Open discord and revolt broke out on the floor of the
Republican National Convention Monday as GOP
oﬃcials crushed an attempt to change party rules, a
maneuver that could have embarrassed presumptive
nominee Donald Trump…The dramatic scenes that
unfolded around a normally routine procedure in
passing the convention rules eﬀectively turned into the
last stand of party forces who had opposed the
billionaire in the contentious Republican primary. Those
holdouts were not trying to deprive Trump of the
nomination -- in the knowledge they didn't have the
votes.

Donald Trump’s RNC Address Could Mark
The Start of An American Revival
(7/21/16 NYPost )

Donald Trump needed to give the speech of his life. He
did that, and much more. He laid out an inspiring
American Manifesto for our troubled times…Most
important, it keeps faith with his campaign themes of
putting forgotten Americans first. In contrasting his view
with his opponent’s, the Republican nominee put it this
way: “Americanism, not globalism, will be our credo.”
And “I am your voice.” And then this: “There can be no
prosperity without law and order.”…Trump’s 2016
address could mark the start of a desperately needed
American revival. As he said near the end, “America is
back.”

More than HALF of Democrats WALK OUT of
Convention upon Hillary Nomination!
(7/27/16 halturnershow.com )

In a staggering display, hundreds, perhaps over a
thousand Democrats WALKED OUT of the Democratic
National Convention after Hillary Clinton was oﬃcially
nominated for President!

Wikileaks Proves Primary Was Rigged: DNC
Undermined Democracy
(7/22/16 Observer)
20,000 freshly leaked emails reveal resentful disdain toward
Sanders, as party favored Clinton long before any votes
were cast. On July 25, the Democratic National Convention
will begin in Philadelphia, Pa. To commemorate the event
and its embrace of corrupt politician Hillary Clinton as the
Democratic nominee, Wikileaks is releasing thousands of
DNC/Clinton emails. In its recent leak of 20,000 DNC emails
from January 2015 to May 2016, DNC staﬀ discuss how to
deal with Bernie Sanders’ popularity as a challenge to
Clinton’s candidacy. Instead of treating Sanders as a viable
candidate for the Democratic ticket, the DNC worked
against him and his campaign to ensure Clinton received
the nomination.

WikiLeaks Emails Show DNC Worked Against
Bernie Sanders

(7/22/16 Breibart)
Today’s WikiLeaks dump of over 19,000 emails from the
Democratic National Committee has vindicated a longstanding
complaint of Bernie Sanders — that the DNC actively worked
against him and his campaign against Hillary Clinton. In one
email, dated May 5, 2016, DNC Chief Financial Oﬃcer Brad
Marshall suggested emphasizing Sanders’ atheism, as the
information would damage his image with Southern Baptists.
It might may no diﬀerence, but for KY and WVA can we get
someone to ask his belief. Does he believe in a God. He had
skated on saying he has a Jewish heritage. I think I read he is
an atheist. This could make several points diﬀerence with my
peeps. My Southern Baptist peeps would draw a big
diﬀerence between a Jew and an atheist.

Virginia’s top court blocks order giving felons
voting rights
(7/22/16 New York Post)
RICHMOND, Va. — Virginia’s highest court has struck down
Gov. Terry McAuliﬀe’s executive order restoring voting rights
to more than 206,000 felons. The Supreme Court of Virginia
issued the ruling declaring the order unconstitutional late
Friday afternoon. In a 4-3 decision, the court says McAuliﬀe
overstepped his clemency powers. The executive order,
issued in April, restored voting rights of felons who
completed their sentences and also allowed them to run for
public oﬃce, serve on a jury and become a notary public.
Republican lawmakers filed a lawsuit challenging the order.
The court ordered the state to cancel the registration of all
felons under the order. More than 11,000 felons have
registered to vote under the action.

WikiLeaks CONFIRMS Hillary Sold Weapons to
ISIS…Then Drops Another BOMBSHELL! Breaking
News (8/7/16 Jack Smith News )
…Hillary Clinton and her State Department was actively arming
Islamic jihadists, which includes the Islamic State (ISIS) in Syria.
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton authorized the shipment of
American-made arms to Qatar, a country beholden to the
Muslim Brotherhood, and friendly to the Libyan rebels, in an
eﬀort to topple the Libyan/Gaddafi government, and then ship
those arms to Syria in order to fund Al Qaeda, and topple
Assad in Syria. Clinton took the lead role in organizing the socalled “Friends of Syria” (aka Al Qaeda/ISIS) to back the CIAled insurgency for regime change in Syria. Under oath Hillary
Clinton denied she knew about the weapons shipments during
public testimony in early 2013 after the Benghazi terrorist
attack. Wikileaks’ Julian Assange is now stating that 1,700
emails contained in the Clinton cache directly connect Hillary to
Libya to Syria, and directly to Al Qaeda and ISIS.

Texas Sends $1.6 Million That Went to Planned
Parenthood to Pro-Life Group to Help Women
(8/12/16 Life News )
Low-income Texas women are receiving a helping hand from a
new program created with the taxpayer dollars that used to go
to the abortion giant Planned Parenthood. Texas lawmakers
kicked the abortion chain out of the program in 2011 and
stopped it from receiving taxpayer dollars. Now, the funds are
being used to provide quality health care to low-income
women across the state.

The Heidi Group, a pro-life organization run by Carol Everett,
is set to receive $1.6 million from the new Healthy Texas
Women program to help women in rural areas…Everett, a
former abortion business owner and now a strong pro-life
advocate, said many women in rural Texas do not have easy
access to quality health care.

Former GOP Competitor Does 180 On
Trump… “I Like What I See”
(8/27/16 Conservative Tribune )

Throughout the Republican presidential primary, a lot of bad
blood built up between candidates — especially between
the eventual nominee and South Carolina Sen. Lindsey
Graham, who famously said, “Tell Donald Trump to go to
hell” and “My party has gone bats*** crazy.” However,
Graham seems to have been singing a diﬀerent tune
recently. “When it comes to Donald Trump, I like what I
see,” Graham told WIS-TV, saying that the GOP nominee
has been full of good surprises over the last few
weeks.“He’s articulated a plan against ISIL that makes
sense to me,” he explained. “He’s now talking about
understanding the diﬀerence between a drug dealer and a
grandmother as an illegal immigrant.

Trumpocrats PAC: Media Ignoring Hundreds
of Thousands of Democrats Recruited for
Trump (9/13/16 Breitbart.com )
Christian Rickers, executive director of Trumpocrats PAC, told
Breitbart News Daily SiriusXM host Alex Marlow Tuesday, “We’ve
got hundreds of thousands of Democrats who have switched
registration in Ohio and Pennsylvania, several hundred thousand,
and you don’t see those articles.”
Rickers claimed that despite the group’s successful eﬀorts at
recruiting hundreds of thousands of Democrats to support
Republican nominee Donald Trump, they have been mostly
ignored by a media far more interested in covering a handful of
Washington-based Republicans unhappy with Trump as their
nominee. He specifically discussed diﬃculties in getting any
attention for his PAC’s eﬀorts from television networks, such as
MSNBC and CNN.

Trump Immigration Speech: A President Was
Born on Wednesday (9/1/16 Fox News )
Donald said, “We will have an ideological certification for immigrants
that Makes sure that those who are admitted to our country love our
values and love our people”. America, we were introduced to our next
president on Wednesday night. He’s not a politician. He is one of a
kind. He is an American. Welcome President Donald J. Trump. I’m a
cynical Jewish Ivy Leaguer from New York. Nothing gets me too
excited. I don’t believe politicians. Nor do I believe in politicians. I
don’t fall for theatrical political productions. I don’t believe rhetoric or
propaganda. And I’ve never teared up over a political speech in my
life. Until now. Wednesday night I found myself fist-pumping. I found
myself chanting along with the crowd “USA, USA, USA.” And as the
procession of mothers and fathers came up to the podium to state
the name of their child -- who was murdered by illegal immigrants -and then say “I’m voting for Trump” or “Trump is our last chance to
save America” I found myself tearing up. And the amazing thing is… I
couldn't stop. The tears rolled down my face. This speech in Arizona
was the game-changer.

Evangelicals, Once Skeptical Of Trump,
Have Rallied To His Side
(9/27/16 fivethirtyeight.com )

In February, in an interview on the day they (Chris and
Kimarie Nickels) voted in the state’s Republican primary,
both made an emphatic point of saying they had refused to
vote for Donald Trump.…but Trump easily won the South
Carolina primary, and exit polls showed that among bornagain or evangelical Christians, he beat the second-place
candidate, Cruz, by 6 percentage points, a pattern that held
true in much of the United States. Since then, his popularity
among white evangelical Republicans has grown
significantly, and now the group is one of his strongest
bases of support. According to a June survey by the Pew
Research Center, 94 percent of them would vote for Trump
over Clinton in November.

Trump Won the Third Debate
(10/19/16 Washington Post )

Donald Trump won tonight’s debate. He didn’t implode, he
didn’t blither, he didn’t continually interrupt Hillary Clinton
and he didn’t even sniﬀ much. And, frankly, he had the best
retorts and one-liners. Clinton was on her heels much of the
night, and several times, she had to reset by resorting to
tired, hollow platitudes — which only drove home the point
that she lacks authenticity and appears to be a typical
politician who is therefore dishonest. That said, Clinton was
an able, informed politician, but Trump — for the first time
— appeared to be a worthy opponent.
The fact is this is a change election, and Clinton is not the
change candidate. People don’t really want to vote for her,
and tonight, she didn’t give them much of a reason to do
so.

Today May Go Down As One Of The Most
Important In American History: Native Americans
Repent for Rejecting the Gospel
(10/21/16 Rick Joyner )
Very few may even know that anything special happened. Jesus even said
that the kingdom came "without observation," or unnoticed. Some of the
greatest things happen that way, and only a very few who have their eyes
open, and are looking in the right direction, see them. So what is
happening today that is so special? One Thousand North American Indian
Tribes from the U.S. and Canada are sponsoring a special ceremony on
the Mall in Washington to forgive the U.S. Government for all of its broken
treaties. In Scripture, breaking a vow or treaty brings a curse on the land,
and the U.S. Government broke every treaty it made with the Native
American Tribes. Chief Negiel Bigpond, the primary coordinator for this
event, told me that they were going to forgive the U.S. whether we asked
for it or not, simply because they do not want our country to suﬀer the
consequences of this any longer. This is one of the most noble acts of
true Christian charity I have ever heard of by any people group.

Trump’s ‘Gettysburg Address’ a ‘Contract
with American Voter’
(10/22/16 teaparty.org)

(Daily Mail) – Donald Trump planted a flag on hallowed
ground Saturday morning by laying out near the Gettysburg
National Battlefield what he would do in his first 100 days as
President of the United States. Touting ‘the kind of change
that only arrives once in a lifetime,’ Trump told an audience
of about 300 invited guests that he will ‘drain the swamp’ in
Washington, replacing the current government ‘with a new
government of, by and for the people.’ The symbolism
factor was high, with a campaign aide telling reporters
Friday night that the Civil War battle in Gettysburg
memorialized by President Abraham Lincoln in 1863 ‘was
the moment when the war turned.’

NSA whistleblower says DNC hack was not
done by Russia, but by U.S. intelligence
(8/1/16 The Duran )
On Aaron Klein’s Sunday radio program, “Aaron Klein Investigative
Radio” (broadcast on New York’s AM 970 The Answer and
Philadelphia’s NewsTalk 990 AM), US government whistleblower
William Binney threw his hat into the DNC hack ring by stating that
the Democratic National Committee’s server was not hacked by
Russia but by a disgruntled U.S. intelligence worker. The
motivation of the hacker…concern over Hillary Clinton’s disregard
of national security secrets when she used a personal email and
consistently lied about it. Binney was just getting started with
revelations we are sure no mainstream media news site will dare to
cover. The “Putin did it” fairytale is just too easy for the sheep to
follow. Binney also proclaimed that the NSA has all of Clinton’s
deleted emails, and the FBI could gain access to them if they so
wished. No need for Trump to ask the Russians for those emails,
he can just call on the FBI or NSA to hand them over.

After Years of War in Syria, U.N. Passes
Resolution on Talks
(12/18/15 New York Times )

UNITED NATIONS — For the first time since the nearly fiveyear-old Syrian civil war began, world powers agreed on
Friday at the United Nations Security Council to embrace a
plan for a cease-fire and a peace process that holds the
distant prospect of ending the conflict.
A resolution adopted unanimously by the Security Council
reflected a monthslong eﬀort by American and Russian
oﬃcials, who have long been at odds over the future of
Syria, to find common national interests to stop the killing,
even if they cannot yet agree on Syria’s ultimate future.

Hacked Soros Memo: $650,000 to Black
Lives Matter
(8/16/16 Breitbart)
George Soros’s Open Society Institute viewed the 2015
Baltimore unrest following the death of Freddie Gray as
opening a “unique opportunity” to create “accountability”
for the Baltimore police while aiding activists in reforming
the city, according to hacked documents reviewed by
Breitbart Jerusalem.
The documents further confirm that the Open Society last
year approved $650,000 to “invest in technical assistance
and support for the groups at the core of the burgeoning
#BlackLivesMatter movement.”

Dark Lord: Hacked Documents Reveal
Magnitude Of George Soros’s Domestic
Influence (8/24/16 Breitbart)
Reviews of the more than 2,500 documents hacked from
the servers of George Soros’s Open Society Foundations
highlight the undue influence the billionaire financier exerts
domestically, from attempting to remake the American
electorate to successfully lobbying for changes in U.S.
immigration policy to funding initiatives targeting local police
forces.

War waged against Pope in the heart of the
Vatican - whistleblower (8/29/16 RT)
Europe’s smallest country - the Vatican, led by the pontiﬀ - is one
of the most powerful states on the planet, a moral compass for
more than a billion people. However, over the past decades, the
Catholic Church has suﬀered a number of scandals and its
congregations are crying out for change. Pope Francis came with
the promise of change…one person managed to get through and
came back to tell his story. Investigative journalist, author of
‘Merchants in the Temple’, Gianluigi Nuzzi…in my book you will
find references to documents proving corruption, money
laundering, certain privileges for influential groups, 700 square
metre mansions.

China’s Yuan Faces Long March to Challenge
Dollar After SDR
(9/26/16 bloomberg.com )
The yuan’s journey toward challenging the dollar as a global reserve
currency is only just beginning. The yuan will join the International
Monetary Fund’s Special Drawing Rights this Saturday, marking a
milestone in China’s eﬀorts to build a currency that reflects the
country’s economic and political sway. The SDR, created in 1969,
gives IMF member countries who hold it the potential right to
obtain any of the currencies in the basket -- currently the dollar,
euro, yen and pound -- to meet balance-of-payments needs.
Inclusion could be a catalyst for central banks and sovereign wealth
funds to shift funds into the yuan. Yet the size of SDRs are small
relative to global reserves, while the Chinese currency’s
international appeal is being dented by suspected state
intervention and tougher capital controls. The yuan constituted 1.1
percent of oﬃcial reserves in the latest IMF survey, compared with
63.7 percent for the dollar.

Haitian President Exposes Clinton Foundation:
"Hillary Clinton Tried To Bribe Me!”
(9/18/16 Zerohedge )

Former Haitian President of Senate is speaking out to tell the
truth about Clinton Foundation at a Trump event! The former
president said that Clinton was trying to buy him. She tried to
appeal to him (bribe him). She defrauded the people of Haiti...
"I spent 4 hours with Bill Richardson to tell Bill Clinton not to
invade Haiti. A week later the embassy called me and told me
that Bill Clinton has a messenger for him. He came and told me
to sign with Bill Clinton, join his movement and Clinton will make
me the richest man in Haiti. I told him he is a principled man and
I will not sell out...A week later, Clinton revoked my visa."
He just challenged Trump to ask Hillary Clinton to publish the
audit of all the money they have stolen from Haiti in 2010.

'There's no good answer': Podesta Leaks
Show Clinton Campaign Stumped by Email
Server Debacle (10/26/16 RT )

The latest tranche of emails from the account of John Podesta,
Hillary Clinton’s campaign chair, has been released by
WikiLeaks. With the whistleblowing site promising the release
of around 50,000 emails from Podesta, Wednesday’s dump
brings to 33,042, the number of messages published by
WikiLeaks so far. “There is just no good answer,” Clinton aide
Philippe Reines tells Podesta in a panicked mail from March
2015 in which they discuss Clinton’s reasoning for using a
private email server. The mail is sent to Podesta after New York
Times columnist Thomas Friedman mailed Clinton aide AnneMarie slaughter saying, “I have to say I am troubled by what I
have read about what Hillary did.”

BLACK VOTE FOR TRUMP SURGES – Doubles
in Ten Days!

(10/13/16 thegatewaypundit.com)
Black likely voters for Trump (Rasmussen Poll)
Oct 3 – 9%
Oct 6 – 12%
Oct 7 – 13%
Oct 10 – 14%
Oct 11 – 19%
Oct 12 – 19%
Oct 13 – 24%
Support for Trump among Black Likely Voters has surged from
9% to 24% in the last ten days. That’s a rise of 150% over ten
days! If this happens, a lot of swing states are going to go
Republican. A lot of electoral votes will go for Trump! No wonder
Democrats and the Liberal media are pulling out everything they
can against Trump. They’re afraid! Black voters are moving
toward Trump. It’s a movement!

Resignation letters piling up at FBI

(10/30/16 WND)
In an article for Britain’s Daily Mail, bestselling author Ed Klein
reports some of Comey’s top deputies were in on the mutiny,
“The atmosphere at the FBI has been toxic ever since Jim
announced last July that he wouldn’t recommend an
indictment against Hillary,” said the source, who Klein says
has known Comey for nearly 20 years and spends family
outings together.
“Some people, including department heads, stopped talking
to Jim, and even ignored his greetings when they passed him
in the hall,” said the source. “They felt that he betrayed them
and brought disgrace on the bureau by letting Hillary oﬀ with a
slap on the wrist.” “He’s been ignoring the resignation letters
in the hope that he could find a way of remedying the
situation,'” said the source, according to Klein.

CNN parts ways with Donna Brazile after
debate questions were provided to Clinton
(10/31/16 aol)
CNN has severed ties with Donna Brazile, the chairwoman of
the Democratic National Committee and a longtime
contributor on the network, after hacked emails revealed
Brazile provided questions in advance to Hillary Clinton's
campaign during the Democratic primary debates on CNN…
"CNN never gave Brazile access to any questions, prep
material, attendee list, background information or meetings in
advance of a town hall or debate. We are completely
uncomfortable with what we have learned about her
interactions with the Clinton campaign while she was a CNN
contributor," said a network spokesperson in a statement.

Black Leaders to Their Voters: ‘We Won’t
Allow Ourselves to Be Used’ by Democratic
Party (11/6/16 Breitbart)
Leaders of the black church in America are urging African
American voters to abandon the Democratic Party once and
for all as Election Day approaches. In new videos released
today, Rev. William Owens and his wife Dr. Deborah Owens
of the Coalition of African American Pastors say the
relationship between the black community and Democrats
in America is “one-sided.” “As someone who wants to see
our community grow stronger and more prosperous, and
who wants to see family and faith respected and preserved,
I find that the Democratic Party no longer has room for me,”
says Rev. Owens. “I realized that my relationship with the
Democrats was completely one-sided. They asked for
everything – support, votes, loyalty. And gave nothing in
return.”

Clinton’s FBI Email Probe Was Almost
Certainly A Cover-Up
(10/26/16 Daily Caller)
The Wall Street Journal recently uncovered an enormous
conflict of interest pertaining to one of the FBI agents who
participated in Hillary Clinton’s email investigation. The
latest news in what is almost certainly a cover-up involves
campaign donations to the wife of an FBI agent (nearly
$500,000) originating from a Virginia governor currently
under FBI investigation. Even more incriminating is the latest
WikiLeaks email from Cheryl Mills to Podesta reading “we
need to clean this up — he has emails from her — they do
not say state.gov.” When the president is implicated in
Hillary Clinton’s “extremely careless” and “negligent”
handling of classified intelligence, the likelihood of an FBI
cover-up increases exponentially.

Clinton E-mails Show George Soros Gave Sec
of State Foreign Policy Marching Orders
(8/16/16 Breitbart.com )

A series of message within the September 2015 State
Department dump of Hillary Clinton e-mails show the Secretary
of State of the United States received direct orders over U.S.
foreign policy from none other than Hungarian-American
billionaire George Soros.
Soros – who for years has been suspected of pulling the strings
behind Clinton as well as dozens of foreign policy and open
borders groups – appears to have sent a message through his
“special advisor” Jonas Rolett.
Rolett, who is listed as “Special Advisor to the Chair” on
Soros’s Open Society Foundations website, sent a message to
then-State Department oﬃcial Richard Verma.

MEDIA
Clinton Ally Aided Campaign of FBI
Oﬃcial’s Wife (10/24/16 Wall Street Journal )
The political organization of Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliﬀe, an
influential Democrat with longstanding ties to Bill and Hillary
Clinton, gave nearly $500,000 to the election campaign of
the wife of an oﬃcial at the Federal Bureau of Investigation
who later helped oversee the investigation into Mrs.
Clinton’s email use.
Campaign finance records show Mr. McAuliﬀe’s politicalaction committee donated $467,500 to the 2015 state
Senate campaign of Dr. Jill McCabe, who is married to
Andrew McCabe, now the deputy director of the FBI.

Hidden Camera Video Shows Democrats
Sent Agitators To Trump Rallies
(10/17/16 The Daily Caller)
Operatives working for the Democratic National Committees
sent agitators to Donald Trump rallies in an attempt to cause
violence — an eﬀort that was supported by the Hillary
Clinton campaign.
The revelation comes from a hidden camera video released
Monday by activist James O’Keefe and an email released by
Wikileaks. In the video, liberal activists who say they are in
contact with the Clinton campaign claim responsibility for
violent events which have occurred so far this election.

Rigged Debates: Wikileaks Emails Confirm
Media in Clinton’s Pocket

(10/14/16 Observer)
Clinton's people asked for all sorts of special treatment from
the DNC and the press—and they got it. On October 12,
WikiLeaks released part four and five of Clinton campaign
Chair John Podesta’s emails, with part six to be released on
October 13, and part seven to follow on October 14. “As soon
as the nomination is wrapped up, I will be your biggest
surrogate,” current Interim Chair of the Democratic National
Committee (DNC) Donna Brazile, wrote to Podesta in a
January 2016 email. As a Vice Chair of the DNC, Brazile was
bound to neutrality per the charter, but as shown in several
emails released so far, that was not the case. “I pushed back
hard on this, and Axe. So weird to attack the kids the night
before the first primary,” Brazile wrote in an email she
forwarded to Podesta about what CNN was doing while she
served as a CNN contributor.

Why Historians Must Use Wikileaks To Write
The History Of The 2016 Election
(10/27/16 Forbes )

The Wikileaks releases of emails from inside the Hillary
Clinton campaign, the Democratic National Committee, and
other Clinton-related entities have one thing in common with
the Soviet transcripts I studied: Both data bases were
created under the strong presumption that their contents
would never be disclosed. That apparently was the purpose
of Clinton’s so-called homebrew server. Hence, we are
granted, in both cases, the rare opportunity to understand
how things actually worked in the candid and unguarded
words of those who ran the system.

‘How to Commit Voter Fraud on a Massive
Scale’: Part II of Project Veritas Investigation
into Clinton Network
(10/18/16 Breitbart)
The second video in James O’Keefe’s Project Veritas
investigation of the 2016 election reveals what O’Keefe
describes as “Democratic Party operatives tell[ing] us how to
successfully commit voter fraud on a massive scale.” Like
O’Keefe’s first video, the second also prominently features
Democratic operatives Robert Creamer and his colleague Scott
Foval, who was removed from his position at the leftwing
advocacy group Americans United for Change on Monday as a
result of O’Keefe’s investigation. O’Keefe notes that at the time
the second video was shot, Foval “worked for People for the
American Way, an organization funded in large part by George
Soros.” In the video, Foval is heard saying, “We manipulated
the vote with money and action, not with laws.”

‘How to Commit Voter Fraud on a Massive
Scale’: Part II of Project Veritas Investigation
into Clinton Network
(10/18/16 Breitbart)
The second video in James O’Keefe’s Project Veritas
investigation of the 2016 election reveals what O’Keefe
describes as “Democratic Party operatives tell[ing] us how to
successfully commit voter fraud on a massive scale.” Like

‘How to Commit Voter Fraud on a Massive
Scale’: Part II of Project Veritas Investigation
into Clinton Network
(10/18/16 Breitbart)
The second video in James O’Keefe’s Project Veritas
investigation of the 2016 election reveals what O’Keefe
describes as “Democratic Party operatives tell[ing] us how to
successfully commit voter fraud on a massive scale.” Like

The Donald's Right, Hillary's 200,000 Upstate
New York Jobs Plan Was A Bust
(8/9/16 Forbes)
Donald Trump was entirely correct in his speech last night
when he said that Hillary Clinton’s plan for 200,000 new jobs in
Upstate New York, a promise made when she was running to
be Senator, was a complete and total bust. From which we can
draw two lessons. One is that campaign promises quite
possibly shouldn’t be taken seriously but then everyone except
the children knows that one. The other is that government
actions simply isn’t one of those things which creates jobs.
Government action can prevent jobs from being created, sure,
that’s possible, but the way that jobs are created is that
entrepreneurs find a way to make something that people want.
And, crucially, are willing to pay for. Thus we should always be
very leery indeed about any job creation claims other than the
ones which promise to get government out of the way of the
entrepreneurs.

BREAKING: New DNC Leaks Blow Hillary’s
Health and Obama’s Corruption Wide Open
(9/15/16 USApoliticsnow.com)

The new leaks show that Obama operated a “pay to play”
scheme for ambassadorships and other positions and also
imply that Hillary has a life-threatening condition called sinus
thrombosis, helped create ISIS, and was responsible for the
death of Americans in Benghazi. The new leaks show that
Obama operated a “pay to play” scheme for ambassadorships
and other positions and also imply that Hillary has a lifethreatening condition called sinus thrombosis, helped create
ISIS, and was responsible for the death of Americans in
Benghazi….The DNC leaks, realized by hacker Guccifer 2.0,
have already brought tremendous embarrassment and added
scrutiny to the DNC, which has since struggled to recuperate
popular legitimacy. The DNC, in an eﬀort to divert attention
from its criminal actions, has sought to refocus public attention
on Russia.

Texas Vote Glitch Forces Change To Paper
Ballots
(10/25/16 breitbart.com)
Chambers County election oﬃcials have executed an
emergency protocol to remove all electronic voting
machines available during early voting until a software
update can be completed to correct problems experienced
by straight-ticket voters. Chambers County Clerk Heather
Hawthorne told Breitbart Texas Tuesday morning that all
electronic voting was temporarily halted until her oﬃce
completes a “software update” on ES&S machines that
otherwise “omit one race” when a straight ticket option is
selected for either major party. The Texas 14th Court of
Appeals race was reported to be the contest in which voters
commonly experienced the glitch.

DC Leak Exposes Top Clinton Donor George
Soros Manipulating Elections
(8/15/16 Observer)
One of Hillary Clinton’s biggest donors, billionaire George
Soros, has been exposed in a massive hack for manipulating
elections in Europe via his non-government organizations. DC
Leaks revealed more than 2,500 files from Soros’ groups,
most notably the Open Society Foundations. The leaks are
especially concerning for Americans given Soros’ close
relationship to former Secretary of State Clinton. So far this
election cycle, the billionaire investor has donated over $25
million to Clinton and other Democratic Party members, with
more expected before November. Soros has also funded
Media Matters, founded by David Brock, who operates on
behalf of Clinton in several dubious capacities—like running
the Correct the Record SuperPAC, which hires Internet trolls
to spread pro-Clinton ideologies on the Internet.

Soros, Leader of the Liberal Empire – New
Emails Reveal His Control in the Clinton
Campaign (8/27/16 DennisMichaelLynch.com)
WikiLeaks has unleashed another flood of emails showing Soros
was the VIP to be pleased by all Clinton aides and team
members, almost at any cost. A new batch of John Podesta
emails show Clinton was advised to do fundraisers and profiting
events for one simple reason: to make Soros “happy.” Example
1: On Oct. 7, 2014, top aide Huma Abedin wrote an email to
campaign manager Robby Mook that Soros is expecting Clinton
to appear at a fundraiser for America Votes, a liberal Sorosfunded organization. “I would only do this for political reasons
(ie to make Soros happy),” Mook replied. Example 2: On Jan.
23, 2011, Soros wrote a specifically scripted email to Clinton
regarding a “a serious situation” in Albania, claiming certain
actions needed to be done “urgently.” He suggested appointing
a mediator, Miroslav Lajcak. The next day, Lajcak met Albanian
leaders for a mediation eﬀort.

Donald Trump Protester Speaks Out: “I Was
Paid $3,500 To Protest Trump’s Rally”
(10/25/16 abcnews.com)
For months now, rumors have circulated the Internet that
individuals were being paid to protest at rallies held by
presidential hopeful Donald Trump. Today a man from
Trump’s rally in Fountain Hills, Arizona back in March has
come forward to say that he was paid to protest the event.
“I was given $3,500 to protest Donald Trump’s rally in
Fountain Hills,” said 37-year-old Paul Horner. “I answered a
Craigslist ad about a group needing actors for a political
event. I interviewed with them and got the part.”

Poll: Paul Ryan's Approval Collapses, More
GOP Voters Say Trump Best Represents Their
View Of The Party
(10/21/16 townhall.com)
Justin wrote about the hostile reception to Speaker Of The
House Paul Ryan from Trump supporters at a rally in Green
Bay, Wisconsin. Chants of “Paul Ryan sucks” were shouted,
but is this an isolated incident? That is, is this just a
representation of Trump supporters from the local area? No—
not really. The latest polling shows that support for Ryan has
collapsed, sinking 28 points…in a week. The YouGov poll had
some interesting points concerning Ryan, Trump, and the
brewing tensions that seem bound to erupt in civil war once
this election is over.

discriminating against church
(10/17/16 WND)

A $290,000 settlement has been reached in a Florida church’s
years-long case against a city for refusing permission to build
a sanctuary.
The Church of Our Savior in Jacksonville Beach had been
holding meetings in a rented wooden chapel, local restaurants
and members’ homes. Members bought land for a permanent
meeting site, but city oﬃcials refused permission, citing the
character of the neighborhood. A court eventually ruled that
the city, under federal law, must allow the church to use the
land it bought. And now the Alliance Defending Freedom has
announced an agreement in which the city must pay
“$290,000 in attorneys’ fees and expenses the church
incurred to defend its constitutionally and legally protected
freedoms.”

George Soros -- The Hillary Democrats' Billionaire
Puppetmaster? (10/15/16 Investers Business Daily)
Influence: A massive hack of socialist billionaire George Soros' Open Society
Foundations suggests that his various nonprofit organizations are little more than
fronts for his many political activities. His growing closeness to Democratic
presidential candidate Hillary Clinton should be a warning to all.
The hack by a group called DC Leaks, includes 2,576 files from various Soros
groups from 2008 to 2016. The DC Leaks website says the attack was "launched
by American hacktivists who respect and appreciate freedom of speech, human
rights and government of the people.” Apart from the ease with which the Soros
group's computer system was breached, what we're learning so far fills in the
troubling details of how Soros goes about his business. No doubt, in coming days,
more revelations will emerge as researchers comb through the thousands of
documents. But what's emerged so far is eye-opening. In one of the purloined
memos from 2011, titled "Extreme Polarization and Breakdown in Civil Discourse,"
a nonprofit Soros group proposes conducting opposition research on a number of
highly prominent American critics of radical Islam, including Pamela Geller, Frank
Gaﬀney and Robert Spencer. It also targeted conservative activists and
intellectuals David Horowitz, Daniel Pipes, Cliﬀ May and former Vice President Dick
Cheney's daughter, Liz Cheney. All of them are strongly pro-Israel and have warned
about the threat of radical Islam.

Why Prophetic Voices Say the Nation Shifted
on Oct. 21 (10/26/16 Steve Rees )
Some prophetic voices believe the nation shifted, spiritually, Oct. 21,
2016, on what may go down as one of the most important days in
American history. Largely unnoticed, 1,000 Native American Indian
tribes from the United States and Canada collectively forgave the U.S.
government for breaking treaties with their ancestors during a public
ceremony on the National Mall. The National Day of Prayer for First
Nations, held near the Washington Monument, included intercessory
petitions, proclamations and declarations of forgiveness by leaders
from All Tribes D.C., a fellowship of Christians representing 1,000
American Indians from the U.S. and Canada. A full-blooded Euchee
(Yuchi) Indian, Negiel Bigpond coordinated the first-ever national
prayer gathering of Native Americans in the nation's capital. Dr. Billy
Graham, is a prophetic voice who believes that forgiveness by Native
Americans might be part of a spiritual awakening within the nation.
"The Native American has been a sleeping giant," Graham writes. "He
is awakening. The original Americans could become the evangelists
who will help win America for Christ. Remember the forgotten people."

Clinton ally gave $500K to wife of FBI agent
on email probe
(10/24/16 New York Post)
Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliﬀe, a longtime Clinton confidant,
helped steer $675,000 to the election campaign of the wife
of an FBI oﬃcial who went on to lead the probe into Hillary
Clinton’s use of a private email system, according to a
report.
The political action committee of McAuliﬀe, the Clinton
loyalist, gave $467,500 to the state Senate campaign of the
wife of Andrew McCabe, who is now deputy director of the
FBI, according to the Wall Street Journal.
The report states Jill McCabe received an additional
$207,788 from the Virginia Democratic Party, which is
heavily influenced by McAuliﬀe.

Judicial Watch Is Suing The FBI For
Records About Bill Clinton's Secret Meeting
With Loretta Lynch
(10/29/16 townhall.com)
Government watchdog Judicial Watch has issued a
Freedom of Information Act Lawsuit against the FBI
demanding the release of documents surrounding the secret
July meeting between former President Bill Clinton and
Attorney General Loretta Lynch. The meeting took place on
Lynch's private plane at Sky Harbor Airport in Phoenix and
lasted for more than 30 minutes. That secret meeting, which
was first revealed by a local reporter, came just days before
Director James Comey announced former Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton would not face indictment after a year
long criminal investigation into her mishandling of classified
information and use of an unsecured private email server to
conduct all of her State Department business.

Breaking – Hillary Just Got Politically
Assassinated: Wikileaks Just Released Her
Full Isis Donor List With Names!
(10/29/16 USAPoliticsToday.com)
Barack Hussein Obama and Hillary Clinton are the founders
of ISIS. We have proven that through emails and documents
leaked from WikiLeaks, but liberal media outlets still refuse
to cover it. After all, they are still more focused on what
Trump said eleven years ago than what Hillary has actually
done. Because of brave patriots like Julian Assange, we
have been given more evidence that Hillary Clinton is more
connected to ISIS than we originally believed. An email was
leaked between Clinton and John Podesta indicating that:
“Western intelligence, US intelligence and sources in the
region” to accuse Qatar and Saudi Arabia of “providing
clandestine financial and logistic support to ISIL [or ISIS]
and other radical Sunni groups in the region.”

Clinton Now Least Favorable Candidate,
ABC Poll Finds
(10/31/16 Daily Caller)
Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton passed Republican
nominee Donald Trump as the least favored candidate,
according to an ABC/Washington Post tracking poll
published Monday.
Sixty percent of voters rated Clinton as “unfavorable,” with
49 percent of likely voters reporting they held a “strongly
unfavorable” view of Clinton. Trump didn’t fare much better,
but the Republican nominee is traditionally viewed less
favorably to Clinton in previous polling. Fifty-eight percent of
voters reported they held an “unfavorable” view of Trump,
and 48 percent reported a “strongly unfavorable” view of the
Republican nominee.

Letter: It’s ignorant to vote for Hillary Clinton
without reading WikiLeaks (11/2/16 The Denver Post)
Those voting for Hillary Clinton, defending Clinton and
supporting Clinton without reading the information reported by
WikiLeaks are intellectually no diﬀerent than those who criticize
climate science without ever having read the science. In short,
if you defend Clinton and ignore WikiLeaks, you have
something in common with Sarah Palin. Let that sink in for a
moment. Finished processing that? Now process this — if the
journalists responsible for reporting on Watergate were labeled
“Russian sympathizers,” charged by the media as “attempting
to influence an election,” and banned from travel or
communication access, how would history judge the event?
This is exactly what has happened to Julian Assange, who has
done more for journalism than any of these corporate-owned,
brand-named media products have done this election cycle.
Either you support access to information or you have a problem
with an informed public. Which side are you on?

Clinton directed her maid to print out
classified materials
(11/6/16 New York Post)
As secretary of state, Hillary Clinton routinely asked her
maid to print out sensitive government emails and
documents — including ones containing classified
information — from her house in Washington, D.C., e-mails
and FBI memos show. But the housekeeper lacked the
security clearance to handle such material. In fact, Marina
Santos was called on so frequently to receive e-mails that
she may hold the secrets to E-mailgate — if only the FBI
and Congress would subpoena her and the equipment she
used. Clinton entrusted far more than the care of her D.C.
residence, known as Whitehaven, to Santos. She expected
the Filipino immigrant to handle state secrets, further
opening the Democratic presidential nominee to criticism
that she played fast and loose with national security.

ACLJ Files Lawsuit Over AG Lynch’s Secret
Meeting with Bill Clinton – Will Hold Obama’s
Justice Department Accountable (11/2/16 ACLJ)
I told you about the Obama Justice Department’s incompetence and
corruption when, over four months ago, I called for Attorney General
Loretta Lynch’s resignation. I told you about General Lynch’s decision
to hold a secret meeting on her airplane with former President Bill
Clinton – just days before the FBI interviewed his wife, the former
Secretary of State, as part of a criminal investigation; and just days
before General Lynch announced the former Secretary of State would
not be indicted. Here’s what I said in June: Misconduct. Dishonesty.
Impropriety. No matter what word you choose, Attorney General
Lynch’s secret meeting with former President Bill Clinton was flat-out
wrong. She’s clearly disqualified from participating in the
investigations into former Secretary of State Clinton’s private email
server. And she must resign. I’m leading our senior litigation team
preparing to file legal demands and ethics complaints. If the DOJ
doesn’t respond and she doesn’t resign, we’ll be back in federal court.

